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INTRODUCT1ON

4

Knowledge is the key for achieving success and whoever has it has the power

to change the world positively or negatively. So, it depends on us to make the best

decisions not for us but for our children and for the children of our children. After

this, we can say that everyday, around the world, we can find new tendencies in the

education fíeld that influence the process of teaching-learning-evaluating and

everything that is around it. in addition, education is continuously changing and that

is why we as teachers must be informed about and tramed for those new things, in

order to have a participative role to contribute to the development, not only of

Ecuador, but also of the worid.

One thing teachers need to take into consideration is the learning styles at the

time of teaching a class to students learning English and to know not only what a

person learns, but also how this person likes to learn it. We can take this as a

reference to enable teachers to créate educational experiences to make their classes

more meaningful, personalized and effective. Also, they need to use methods such as

the communicative approach that applies authentic material to establish a real context

where students feel comfortable and ready to learn.



The teaching of EFL in Ecuador is not precisely one of the strong points in the

educational fíeld. This is due to many reasons: the same traditional teaching style of

the professors that does not focus on the student's needs and that makes some

instmctors emphasize memory and not understanding. The curricuíum in itself,

perhaps, is not appropriate. There is a lack of updated material, teachers are not well

trained, and an improved infrastructure is needed. These and other problems are very

common in our culture and do not permit us to give quality education and have

students prepared for new chailenges in the future. ít is also important to mention that

we can not generalize the situation in Ecuador because there are some institutions,

especially in the prívate área, that are successful in teaching the English language.

Something that is not taken into account nowadays, is that there are probably

as many ways to teach as there are to learn, and that we are not aware that all people

do not see the world in the same way. Considering this, we can say that students may

have different preferences from another for how, when, where and how often to learn.

Anyway, we can find lots of reasons why students are not succeeding in learning

EFL, and the results are reflected ¡n low grades. At this point, teachers wonder if they

are in the right profession and about the reasons why students start to be bored, have

poor tests, and become unmotivated in class.

As a solution to this, learning styles is one of the tools to take into account to

help us make decisions to introduce collaborative learning by defíning the mutual

responsibilities of how to teach in general. Considering this, the author of thís



research is going to apply some questionnaires, do some interviews and provide other

techniques to identify their difFerent learning styles, and to establish a companson of

results in order to prove that the information is valid and reliable. These results will

provide an indication of an individual's learning preference and probably the

preference profile of a group of students. Once they understand their learning style,

they may be able to adjust their approach to the classroom, as well as their study

habits, for máximum benefit.

In conclusión, the objective is not to teach individually according to one's

preferences, but to achieve a balance of instructional methods to teach them in the

manner they prefer, increasing their motivation to learn through reasoning

communicative activities similar to the ones that exist in their real world. Once

students are actively engaged in their own learning process, they begin to feei

comfortable and ready to assume the role of the protagonist, not only in class, but

aiso in real life.



CHAPTER I

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK CONCERNING
LEARNTNG STYLES

1.1. LEARNING STYLES

People not only learn at different rates, but also in different ways. Some students

want their teachers to write everything out on the board. Others prefer to listen to a

lecture. Some íike to sit in small groups and discuss a question, and some work

individually.

So, think about what you do when you have to learn something new. You probably

approach the task in a similar fashion each time. That is, over time, you have

developed a pattern of behavior that you use for new learning. This pattern is calíed a

learning style. While we do not approach every learning task in exactly the same way,

each of us develops a set of behaviors or habits that we are most comfortabie with.

The purpose of examining our learning style is to get to know those behavior patterns

so that we can see when they are helpful and when they are not. For instance, you

have probably noticed that when you try to learn something new, you may prefer to

learn by listening to someone talks to you about the information. Some people prefer



to read about a concept to learn it; others need to see a demonstraron of the concept.

Learning Style Theory proposes that difTerent people learn in different ways and that

it is good to know what your own preferred learning style is to take advantage of it.

/. /. /. Five Principies ofLearning

\. Let us be genuinely interested. If we are genuinely interested in what we are

learning, we will retain information more effectively. Nobody can give us a desire to

learn. We have to fmd it within ourselves. Stop for a moment and let us ask ourselves

why we study. If our reasons are to pass the test, to get a good grade, or to gradúate.

Whatever we learn will be quickly forgotten if we are not genuinely interested.

2. Personalize. To be genuinely interested in a subject means finding where that

subject intersects with your life. Whatever you succeed in learning will quickly

evapórate unless you can fínd the connection between the subject you are studying

and your own life.

3. Put it into words. When we write something or repeat a word or phrase out

loud, we are more apt to remember it. Use every possible occasion to make the

abstract concrete by putting it into words.

4. Learn with others. We retain more of what we learn and learn more

pleasurably when we learn it with others. Studies show that cooperation~not

competition—leads to learning. Studying with others works best when everyone in

the group comes prepared; when material is so difficuit, you can not figure it out

alone; when you are preparing for tests; or when you feel unproductive working by

yourself.



5. Reward yourself. We learn more information more permanently when

learning is rewarded. As you plan your reading and studying, bréale the work up into

manageable segments and plan a reward for yourself at the end of each segment. It

does not have to be much—just something to look forward to. You should also reward

yourself when you have an academic success.

(http://granite.cyg.net/~jblackmo/diglib/styl-c.html#motivates)

/. 1.2. Adult Learning Styles

It is important to mention that this dissertation is going to be applied to a group of

adult persons of the Catholic University in Ambato. They are studying English as a

foreign language. This class is formed by fourteen persons and they are in sixth level.

The theory of andragogy (adult learning) is an attempt to differentiate the way adults

learn from the way children learn. Here we have some differences:

" adults are autonomous and self-directed

• adults are goal oriented

• adults are relevancy oriented (problem centered). They need to know why

they are learning something

• adults are practical and problem-solvers

• adults have accumulated life experiences

Kearsley summarizes what this means to instructors in practical terms: "andragogy

means that instruction for adults needs to focus more on the process and less on the

content being taught. Strategies such as case studies, role playíng, simulations, and



self-evaluations are most useful. Instructors adopt a role of facilitator or resource

rather than lecturer or grader." (1996)

Motivations ofAdult Learners

Adults, typically, have difFerent motivations for learning ¡n comparison with children,

as those pointed out by Cantor (1992, 37-38):

• to make or maintain social relationships

• to meet external expectations

• to learn to better serve others. For example: managers often leam basic First

Aid to protect their employees

• for professional advancement

• for escape or stimulation

• for puré interest

Instructors should be aware of the possible motivations behind their students'

enrollment. Then they can better shape the instructional matenals.

Barñers to Ádult Learning

Cantor also points out that adults have different barriers fromthose of children on

their way to learning. Some of these potential barriers might include (1992, 39):

" many other responsibilities (families, careers, social commitments)

• lackoftime

• lackofmoney

• lack of child care



scheduling problems

transportaron problems

insufficient confídence

1.2. TYPES OF LEARNTNG STYLES

> Visual Learners

These learners need to see the teacher's body language and facial expression to iully

understand the content of a lesson. They tend to prefer sitting at the front of the

classroom to avoid visual obstructions (e.g. people's heads). They may think in

pictures and learn best from visual displays including: diagrams, illustrated

textbooks, overhead transparencies, videos, flashcards and hand-outs. During a

lecture or classroom discussion, visual learners often prefer to take detailed notes to

absorb the information. In addition, visual learners relate most efíectively to written

information, notes, diagrams and pictures. Typically, they will be unhappy with a

presentaron where they are unable to take detailed notes - to a certain extent,

information does not exist for a visual learner unless it has been seen written down.

This is why some visual learners will take notes even when they have printed course

notes on the desk in front of them. Visual learners will tend to be most effective in

written communication, symbol manipuíation, etc.

Visual learners make up around 65% of the population.

Main Characteristics:

• Need to see it to know it.

• Strong sense of color.



May have artistic ability.

Difficulty with spoken directions.

Over-reaction to sounds.

Trouble following lecturas.

Mísinterpretation of words.

> Auditory Learners

They learn best through verbal lectures, discussions, talking things through and

listening to what others have to say. Auditory learners interpret the underlying

meanings of speech through listening to tone of voice, piten, speed and other nuances.

Written information may have little meaning until it is heard. These learners often

benefit from reading texts aloud and using a tape recorder. Besides this, Auditory

learners relate most efTectively to the spoken word. They will tend to listen to a

lecture, and then take notes afterwards, or rely on printed notes. Often, information

written down will have little meaning until it has been heard - it may help auditory

learners to read written information out loud. Auditory learners may be sophisticated

speakers, and may specialize effectively in subjects like law or poütics.

Auditory learners make up about 30% of the population.

Main Characteristics:

• Prefer to get information by listening, needs to hear it to know it.

• Difficulty following wrítten directions.

• Difficulty with reading and writing.



> Tactile/Kinesthetic Learners

Tactile/Kinesthetic persons learn best through a hands-on approach, actively

exploring the physical world around them. They may find it hard to sit still for long

periods and may become distracted by their need for activity and exploration. In

addition, kinesthetic learners learn effectívely through touch and movement and

space, and learn skills by imitation and practice. Predominantly kinesthetic learners

can appear slow, in that information is normally not presented in a style that suits

their learning methods. Kinesthetic learners make up around 5% of the population.

Main Characteristics:

• Prefer hands-on learning.

• Can assemble parts without reading directions.

• Difficulty sitting still.

• Learn better when physical activity is involved.

• May be very well coordinated and have athletic ability.

> Extroverted and Introverted Learners

If you are extroverted, you enjoy a wide range of social, interactive learning tasks

(games, conversations, discussions, debates, role-plays, simulations).

[f you are introverted, you like to do more independent work (studying or reading by

yourself or learning with the computer), or enjoy working with one other person you

know well.

10



> Intuitiva and Concrete Sequential Learners

If you are intuitive, you are ftiture-oriented, able to seek out the major principies of

the topic. You like to speculate about possibilities, enjoy abstract thinking, and avoid

step by step instruction.

If your preference is concrete sequential, you are present-oriented and prefer one-

step-at-a-time activities, and want to know where you are going in your learning at

every moment.

V Closure Oriented and Open Learners

If you are closure oriented, you focus carefully on all learning tasks, meet deadlines,

pían ahead for assignments, and want explicit directions.

If your preference is open, you enjoy discovery learning (in which you pick up

information in an unstructured way) and prefer to relax and enjoy your learning

without concern for deadlines or rules.

V Global and Analytic Learners

If you are global, you enjoy getting the main idea, guessing meanings and

communicating even if you do not know aíl the words or concepts.

U



If your preference is analytic, you focus more on details, lógica! analysis, and

contrasts.

> Individual and Group Learners

You learn best when you work alone. You think better when you study alone, and

you remember information you learn by yourself You understand new material best

when you learn it alone, and you make better progress in learning when you work by

yourself

You learn more easily when you study with at least one other student, and you will be

more successíul completing work well when you work with others. You valué group

interaction and class work with other students, and you remember information better

when you work with two or three classmates. The stimulation you receive from group

work helps you learn and understand new information.

> Active and Reflective Learners

Active learners tend to retain and understand information best by doing something

active with it such as: discussing or applying it or explaining it to others. Also, active

learners tend to like group work. Something that they usually say is: "Let's try it out

and see how it works"

12



On the other hand, reflective learners prefer to think about it quietly first That is why

they prefer working alone. Most of the time, they say something like: "Let's think it

through first"

> Sensing and Intuitive Learners

Sensing learners tend to like learning facts and often like solving problems by well-

established methods, and dislike complications and surprises. Sensors tend to be

patient with details and good at memorizing facts and doing hands-on work. Also,

they tend to be practical and careful.

Tntuitive learners often prefer discovering possibilities and relationships. They like

innovation and dislike repetition. Intuitors may be better at grasping new concepts

and feel often comfortable with abstractions and mathematical formulations. Also,

they tend to work faster and be innovative.

> Visual and Verbal Learners

Visual learners remember best what they see such as: pictures, diagrams, flow charts,

flash cards, films, and demonstrations. Everyone learns more when information is

presented both visually and verbally.

In most classes, very little visual information is presented: students mainly listen to

lectures and read material written on chalkboards, and in textbooks and handouts.

Unfortunately, most people are visual learners, which means that most students do

13



not get nearly as much as they would if more visual presentation were used in class.

Good learners are capable of processing information presented either visually or

verbally.

> Global and Sequential Learners

Global learners learn in layers. They prefer an overview of where they are going first

before learning a complex process. They like having a map, knowing where they are

headed and what they are working toward. They enjoy having examples shown to

them even if they are not capable of imitating the skill yet.

Sequential learners find introductory overviews distracting and confusing. They

expect to learn whatever they are shown immediately, or become frustrated, because

they do not have the ability of the global learner to see "the big picture." They prefer

to proceed step-by-step, in an orderly way, to the end result. Sequentiai learners are in

the majority, and most educational materials are laid out in a sequential, rather than a

global way.

> Visual/Verbal Learners

They feel frustrated when teachers simply give oral instructions for assignments and

tests instead of also writing the instructions on the board or on a handout. They prefer

to look over written directions and diagrams to assemble or use something rather than

14



to hear someone explain how to do ít. They make lists regularly of daily goals and

activities.

> Visual/Nonverbal Learners

They have a strong visual memory: remembering faces, locations, directions, and

where they put things. They learn how to do things through observation and modeling

rather than verbal explanation. They prefer demonstrated tasks and visual models to

oral and written instructions.

> Visual/Tactile Kinesthetic Learners

They enjoy opportunities to work collaboratively with a partner or a small group on a

task. They may get restless and distracted during lengthy class lectures, reports, or

discussions. They tend to be coordinated at sports and like variety in classroom

activities. (www.d. umn.edu/student/loon/acad/strat/lrnstv.)

(www.chaminade.org/inspire/learnstl.htm) (snow.utoronto.ca/Learn2/introll.html)

15



In other words, Linguistic Tntelligence (or verbal-linguistic) is the ability to use the

core operations of language with clarity. People with linguistic inteíligence have

sensitivity to the meaning of words--the capacity to follow rules of grammar, and, on

carefiílly selected occasions, to viólate them. At a somewhat more sensory level—

there is a sensitivity to the sounds, rhythms, inflections, and meters of words—that

ability which can make even poetry in a foreign tongue beautiful to hear. There is

also a sensitivity to the different functions of language—its potential to excite,

convince, stimulate, convey information, or simply to piease.

People such as poets, journalists, writers, lawyers, politicians, translators, authors,

reporters, speakers, attorneys, talk-show hosts, politicians, íecturers, and teachers may

exhibit developed linguistic inteíligence.

<* Logical-Mathematical Inteíligence

It is the ability to use reason, logic and numbers. These learners think conceptually in

logical and numérica! patterns making connections between pieces of information.

Always curious about the world around them, these learners ask lots of questíons and

like to do experiments.

Their skills include:

problem solving, classifying and categorizing information, working with abstract

concepts to figure out the relationship of each to the other, handling long chains of

reasoning to make local progressions, doing controlled experiments, questioning and

wondering about natural events, performing complex mathematical calculations, and

working with geometric shapes.

17



In other words, Logical-Mathematical Tntelligence is logical and involves

mathematical ability, as well as scientifíc ability. Abstraction is fundamental,

reasoning is complex, and problem-solution is natural Order and sequence are

signifícant.

There is a drive to know causality as well as the explication of existence.

People such as mathematicians, engineers, computer programmers, researchers,

accountants, physicists, researchers, astronomers, and scientists may exhibit

developed logical-mathematical intelligence.

*í* Tntra-Personal Intelligence

H is the ability to self-reflect and be aware of one's inner state of being. These

learners try to understand their inner feelings, dreams, relationships with others, and

strengths and weaknesses.

Their skills include:

Recognizing their own strengths and weaknesses, reflecting and analyzing

themselves, having awareness of their inner feelings, desires and dreams, evaluating

their thinking patterns, reasoning with themselves, and understanding their role in

relationship to others.

In other words, Intra-Personal Intelligence is the ability to form an accurate model of

oneself, and to use that model to opérate effectively in life. At a basic level, it is the

capacity to distinguish feelings of pleasure from emotional pain and , on the basis of

such discrimination, to become more involved in or to withdraw from a situation.

18



At the most advanced level, interpersonal intelligence is the capacity to detect and to

symbolize complex and highly differentiated sets of feelings.

Peopíe such as some novelists, therapists, sages, psychologists, researchers, theorists,

and philosophers may exhibit developed intra-personal intelligence.

<* ínter-Personal inteiligence

It is the ability to relate and understand others. These learners try to see things from

other people's point of view in order to understand how they think and feel. They

often have an uncanny ability to sense feelings, intentions and motivations. They are

great organizers, although they sometimes resort to manipulation. Generally, they try

to maintain peace in group settings and encourage co-operation. They use both verbal

(e.g. speaking) and non-verbal language (e.g. eye contact, body language) to open

communication channels with others.

Their skills include:

seeing things from other perspectives (dual-perspective), listening, using empathy,

understanding other people's moods and feelings, counseling, co-operating with

groups, noticing people's moods, motivations and intentions, communicating both

verbally and non-verbally, building trust, peaceful conflict resolution, and

establishing positivo relations with other people.

In other words, ínter-personal Intelligence is the ability to notice and make

distinctions among other individuáis and, ¡n particular, among their moods,

temperaments, motivations, and intentions. Examined in its most elementary form,

the ínter-personal intelligence entails the capacity of the young child to detect and

19



*> Spatial Intelligence

It is the ability to perceive the visual. These íearners tend to think in pictures and need

to créate vivid mental images to retain information. They enjoy looking at maps,

charts, pictures, videos, and movies.

Their skills tnclude:

puzzle building, reading, writing, understanding charts and graphs, a good sense of

direction, sketching, painting, creating visual metaphors and analogies (perhaps

through the visual arts), manipulating images, constructing, fixing, designing

practical objects, and interpreting visual images.

In other words, Spatia! Intelligence (or visual-spatial) is the capacity to perceive the

world accurately, and to be able to recréate one's visual experience. It entails a

number of loosely reíated capacities: the ability to recognize instances of the same

element; the ability to recognize transformations of one element in another, the

capacity to conjure up mental imagery and then to transform that imagery; the ability

to produce a graphic likeness of spatial information; and the like. A person with a

good sense of direction or the ability to move and opérate well in the world would

indícate spatial intelligence. People such as sailors, navigators, sculptors, visual

artists, inventors, interior designers, mechanics, engineers, surgeons, painters,

cartographers, and architects, may exhibit developed spatial intelligence.

*> Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence

It is the ability to control body movements and handle objects skillrully. These

ieamers express themselves through movement. They have a good sense of balance

21



and eye-hand co-ordination. (e.g. ball play, balanctng beams). Through interacting

with the space around them, they are able to remember and process Information.

Their skills include:

dancing, physical co-ordination, sports, hands on experimentaron, using body

language, crafts, acting, miming, using their hands to créate or build, and expressing

emotions through the body.

In other words, Bodily-Kinesthetic Intelligence is control of one's bodíly motions and

the ability to handle objects skillfully. People such as actors, physical education

teachers, fireflghters, dancers, swimmers, acrobats, alfiletes, jugglers, instrumentalists

and artisans may exhibit developed bodily-kinesthetic intelligence.

<* Naturalistic Intelligence

The following definition is an abbreviation and adaptation by J. Keith Rogers and

based upon his study of Howard Gardner's theory:

Naturalistic intelligence is the ability to understand, relate to, categorize, classify,

comprehend, and explain the things encountered in the world of nature.

People such as farmers, ranchers, hunters, gardeners, and animal handlers may exhibit

developed naturalistic intelligence.

22



CHÁPTER U

DESCRIPTION AND APPLICATION

OF INSTRUMENTS

2.1. DESCK1PTIONS OF INSTRUMENTS
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INSTRUMENT 1

EDITOR: This questionnaire was developed by Lynn O'Brien (1990). Strengthening

of Skills. It was produced collaboratively by Specifíc Diagnostic Studies and Research

for Better Schools (RBS). Distributed by RBS Publications, 444 Third St.,

Philadelphia, PA 19123. It is a learning style-based program for students in grades 5

through 13 that teaches them how to learn. Based on both brain research and learning-

style theory, this program teaches strategies for students to enhance their preferred

learning style, be it auditory, visual or haptic.

OfíJECTIVE: The idea of using this questionnaire is to measure the learning styles

of this group of students, but concentrating on the three main styles such as: visual,

auditory and haptic. It contains thirtysix statements, which are mixed up one from

another. The goal is that students complete all of the statements in a minimum time in

order to have valid and reliable results.

ÍNSTRUCTIONS: Students need to read careíully before answering the statements.

They have to complete all of the statements. They need to write an ( x ) in the spaces

in blank.

TIME: Students need around twenty minutes to ful in the questionnaire. Sometimes,

smart people finish before others and there is the need to ask the rest of the class to

finish too. Because of time, they are not going to go on with the scoring parí

24



INSTRUMENT 2

EDITOR: This questionnaire has been destgned to help you identiíy the way(s) you

learn best -the way you prefer to learn. Joy Reíd (1984) was the person who created

The Perceptual Learning Styles Preference Questionnaire.

OBJECTIVE: Through this questionnaire we can identify the way you learn best or

in other words, the way you prefer to learn. Here we have six categories such as:

Visual, Auditory, Kinesthetic, Tactile, Group and Individual. It contains thirty

questions, which are also mixed up one from the other (five statements for each

category). We can say this is more complete than the first one.

INSTRUCTIONS: Studenís have five alternatives of choice for each statement.

They have to write a tick ( / ) in the spaces in blank. Finally, they have to use a pen to

mark their chotees. In the same way, they have to complete all of the statements.

TIME: Students need around fifteen minutes to fill in the questionnaire. Students

must respond to each statement quickly, without too much thought. They should not

change their responses after they choose them. In addition, because of time, they are

not going to go on with the scoring part. They will receive the results at the end of the

semester.

25



INSTRUMENT 4

EDITOR: This questionnaire was developed by Kate Kinsella ( 1993 ). Her training

and publications focus on enabling pedagogy for linguistically and culturally diverse

students, including questionnaires strategies, learning styles, collaborative learning,

and language and literacy development across the disciplines.

OBJECTIVE: This survey has been designed to help you and your teachers better

understand the ways you prefer to learn. People learn through different senses. The

senses through which each person takes in and retains new and difificult information

are called perceptual learning channels.

ÍNSTRUCTIONS: Think about your most recent school experiences while you read

each of the following statements. Then place a check mark (V ) on the response line

that most accurately describes how you learn.

TIME: Students need around twenty five minutes to fill in the questionnaire. This is

because the statements are long and students need more time to comprehend them.

They nave to complete all of the statements. As on the other questionnaires, they are

not going to go on with the scoring part. They will receive the results at the end of the

semester.
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INSTRUMENT 5

EDITOR: This questionnaire was developed by Richard M. Felder (Hoechst

Celanese, Professor of Chemical Engineering, North Carolina State University) and

Barbara A. Soloman (Coordinator of Advising, First Year College, North Carolina

State University)

OBJECTIVE: Through this questionnaire, we want to identify their learning styles

between: active and reflective, sensitive and intuitive, verbal and visual, sequential

and global. Tt contains forty four questions, which have only two answers each one.

In this way, it is easier to answer them.

INSTRUCTIONS: Even though students have only three alternatives to choose from,

some statements are written using a kind of difficult vocabulary. That is why they

will have written on the board a list of words with their translation, which are

considered strange for them. This is in order not to spend too much time on the

questionnaire.

TIME: Students have around thirty minutes to fill in the questionnaire. They have to

complete all of the statements. In the same way, they are not going to go on with the

scoring part. They will receive the results at the end of the semester.
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INSTRUMENT 6

EDITOR: The person who created this questionnaire was Barsch.

OBJECTIVE: The idea of applying this questionnaire was to measure in an easy

way the three main styles such as: visual, auditory and haptic. It contains twenty four

questions, which must be answered by choosing among three alternatives

ÍNSTRUCTJONS: Equally as the others, they must try to answer all questions in

minimum time in order to obtain valid results. It is a questionnaire written only on

one page.

TIME: Students will need fífteen minutes to finish the questionnaire. They have to

complete all of the statements. In the same way, they are not going to go on with the

scoring part. They will receive the results at the end of the semester.
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INSTRUMENT 7

EDITOR: This inventory \vas developed by Max Coderre, publisher of Teaching

Today Magazine in Edmonton, A ¡berta, and is designed to help you better understand

your own unique learning styles.

OBJECTIVE: The idea of using this questionnaire is to measure the learning styles

of this group of students, but concentrating on the three main styles such as: visual,

auditory and haptic. It contains fifteen statements, which are mixed up with each

other. The goal is that students complete all of the statements in minimum time, in

order to have valid and reliable results.

INSTRUCT1ONS: Students need to read careíully before answering the statements.

They have to complete all of the statements. They need to write an ( x ) in the spaces

in blank.

TIME: Students need around ten minutes to fill in the questionnaire. Because of

time, they are not going to go on with the scoring part. They will receive the results at

the end of the semester.
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INSTRUMENT 8

LEARNER DIARY

OBJECTIVE: The purpose of applying this learner diary was to know more about

students. Things they like or dislike, things that can be changed or not.

INSTRUCTIONS: Students can write only words if they want. In the same way, all

questions must be answered as soon as possibíe.

TIME: Students will need no more than ten minutes. They are easy questions.
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INSTRVMENT 9

PERSONAL INTERVIEW

OKJECTÍVE: This questionnaire is used to measure eleven learning styles through

using simple sentences in a fast way. It contains five questions: the first one measures

between visual, auditory and kinesthetic; the second measures between extroverted

and introverted; the third between close-oriented and open-oriented; the fourth

between intuitive and concrete-sequential; and the fifth between global and analytic.

INSTRUCTIONS: This is an oral questionnaire, which must be answered as soon as

possible. I will personally interview every one.

TIME: I will need not more than five minutes for each one.

Jn conclusión: All of these questionnaires must be taken in a certain sequence. What

the author of this research did was to give 2 questionnaires per week because of time

and the need not to bore them. One of the main problems was when someone was

absent and I tried to find the way to give the questionnaire to him/her.
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CHAPTER III

PRESEN!ATION OF RESULTS FROM
INSTRUMENTS AND ANALYSIS

3.1. RESUL TS OF INSTRUMENTS
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

ÑAME: Kathenne Bravo

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

JNTROVERTED

INTUITIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORIENTED

UPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KINESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECTIVE

SENSITIVE

INTUITIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAIJVERB.

V1SUAIJNONV.

VISUAIJTACT.

1
Quest

35%

37%

28%

2
Quest

38

36

48

34

38

46

3
Quest.

21

13

19

20

12

18

20

23

13

20

14

4
Quest

16

18

20

21

5
Quest.

6
Quest

30

22

28

7
Quest

11

11

12

Interv.

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

Diary

1
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QVESTIONNA/RE RESULTS

ÑAME: Ma. Fernanda Robalino

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUÍTJVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
OR1ENTED

UPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KINESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECTIVE

SENSITIVE

INTUÍTJVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAL/VERB.

VISUAIVNONV.

VISUAL/TACT.

1
Quest

38%

32%

30%

2
Quest.

32

36

36

26

42

34

3
Quest.

16

19

16

22

!1

21

19

22

17

18

18

4
Quest.

19

19

23

23

5
Quest.

10

1

7

4

6

4

9

2

6
Quest.

26

22

30

7
Quest.

12

12

12

Interv.

1

1

2

2

i

2

1

1

2

Diary

1
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS) LEARNING CHANNELS INVENTORY

12 12

0 VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

2 QUESTIONNAIRE

50

4O

30

20

10

O

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

32

42
36 36

I
26

6 QUESTIONNAIRE

BARSCH LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE FORM

30

VISUAL AUDITORY TACTILE

LEARNING STYLES

3 QUESTIONNAIRE 4 QUESTIONNAIRE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)

25 i

20

15

10 j

5 -

0-

PERCEP
PREFEF

19

I

19

TL
¡E

23
—

JAL
JCE

LE
Sí

23

ARr

;UR

•

IING
i/EY

• AUDITORY

DVISUAUVERB.

HV1SUAL/NONV.

DVISUAL/TACT.
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

ÑAME: Mu, Gabriela Vásquez

VISUAL

AUDÍTORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUÍTIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORIENTED

OPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KINESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECT1VE

SENSITIVE

INTUÍTIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAL/VERB.

VISUAUNONV.

VISUAIJTACT.

1
Quest.

36%

31%

33%

2
Quest.

42

42

48

34

48

44

3
Quest.

18

19

25

23

10

16

20

17

23

20

13

4
Quest

18

19

2(

19

5
Quest.

9

2

9

2

6

5

8

3

tí
Quest.

34

26

30

7
Quest.

13

14

10

Interv. Diaiy
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

36% [ • VISUAL

AUDITORY

DTACT1LE

31*

STYLE ANALVSIS SURVEY (SAS)
LEARNING CHANNELS INVENTORY

D VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

2 QUESTIONNAIRE

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

6 QUESTIONNAIRE

40

30

20

10

BARSCH LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE FORM

34

26
30

JN:
VISUAL AUDITORY TACTILE

LEARNING STYLES

3 QUESTIONNAIRE 4 QUESTIONNAIRE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS) PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
PREFERENCES SURVEY

20.5 •,

20

tQ1^1 í7.O

19

18.5

18

17.5

17 -

20

19

18

1

— 1

— .

19

j —

• AUDITORY

nVISUAL/VERB.

•OVISUAUNONV.

QVISUAL/TACT.

!
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QVEST1ONNAIRE RESULTS

ÑAME: Mónica López

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

/NTUITIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
OR1ENTED

UPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KINESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECTIVE

SENSITIVE

INTUITIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAISVERfí.

VISUAL/NONV.

VISUAISTACT.

1
Quest.

36%

37%

27%

2
Quest.

36

42

32

34

22

32

3
Quest

16

1 1

15

19

7

26

21

22

16

18

12

4
Quest

19

17

19

18

5
Quest

5

6

5

5

8

2

6

5

6
Quest

28

24

22

7
Quest

11

14

9

Interv.

1

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

1

Diaty

1
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS) LEARNINQ CHANNELSINVENTORY

D VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

2 QUESTIONNAIRE

50

4O

m

20

10

o

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

36
42

32 34 32

22

6 QUESTIONNAIRE

BARSCH LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE FORM

VISUAL AUDITORY TACTILE

LEARNING STYLES

3 QUESTIONNAIRE 4 QUESTIONNAIRE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)

D VISUAL

• AUDITORY

n TACTILE

19.5 -,

19

18.5

18

17.5

17

16.5

16

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
PREFERENCES SURVEY

1S

h
-̂ ^B [¿¿J ' • .

19
*'—• i

• AUDITORY
; DVISUALA/ERB.

BVISUAL/NONV.

JDVISUAiyrACT.
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QUESTIONNA1RE RESULTS

ÑAME: Carlos Condo

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUITIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORIENTED

UPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KINESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECTIVE

SENSITIVE

INTUITIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAVVERB.

VISUAL/NONV.

VISUAL/TACT.

1
Quest.

43%

29%

28%

2
Quest.

50

30

36

32

32

30

3
Quest

20

17

15

18

20

22

19

17

20

18

20

4
Quest.

13

22

22

17

5
Quest

4

7

9

2

10

1

6

5

6
Quest

30

14

26

7
Quest

13

12

9

Interv.

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

Diary

1
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNA1RE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY(SAS) LEARNING CHANNELS INVENTORY

EVISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

2 QUESTIONNAIRE 6 QUESTIONNAIRE

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

60-1
50
40

30 -

20

10

0 -

5C

_

36
30 .-.

1

!

32 32 30 [\\\ ÜL .-M ..•.-.]
• VISUAL

• AUDITORY

D TACTILE

• INDIVIDUAL

• GROUP

• KINESTHETIC

35

30
25
20
15
10

5
O

BARSCH LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE FORM

VISUAL AUDITORY TACTILE

LEARNING STYLES

3 QUESTIONNAIRE 4 QUESTIONNAIRE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)

O VIS UAL
• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
PREFERENCES SURVEY

25 i

15

10

5

0

— zr

13

1
Z2

17 \Y

— -

DVISUAL/VERB.
QVISUAUNONV.

DVISUAL/TACT.
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
ÑAME: Stalyn Avila

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUmVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORtENTED

OPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KiNESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECTIVE

SENSITIVE

INTUITIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAISVERB.

VISUAL/NONV.

VISUAISTACT.

1
Quest.

35%

32%

34%

2
Quest.

32

38

40

34

30

34

3
Quest.

15

18

21

24

7

21

14

14

15

22

12

4
Quest

16

17

17

21

5
Quest.

8

3

5

6

4

7

8

3

6
Quest.

34

26
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7
Quest.

¡nterv.

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

2

1
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1
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

32*

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)
LEARNING CHANNELS INVENTORY

O VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

2 QUESTIONNAIRE

50

40
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20

10

O

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE

32

U

38

I
40

6 QUESTIONNAIRE
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30

20

10

BARSCH LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE FORM

34

26 28

n
VISUAL AUDITORY TACTILE

LEARNING STYLES

3 QUESTIONNAIRE 4 QUESTIONNAIRE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)

O VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
PREFERENCES SURVEY

15 -

10 -

5

0

21

te 1? 17I >

•

• AUDITORY
DVISUAL/VERB.

Q VISUAL/NON V.

QVISUAL/TACT.
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QUESTÍONNAIRE RESVLTS

ÑAME: Jorge Cerón

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTEI)

INTROVERTED

INTUITIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORIENTED

OPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KINESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECTIVE

SENS1TIVE

ÍNTUITIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAISVERB.

V1SUA1JNONV.

VISUA1STACT.

1
Quest.

32%

33%

35%

2
Quest

34

34

40

30

44

36

3
Quest.

17

19

17

23

10

15

15

15

19

21

15

4
Quest.

19

17

21

18

5
Quest.

1

4

7

4

5

5

6

5

6
Quest.

28

24

22

7
Quest.
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13

Interv.

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SASf

• EXTROVERTED

• INTROVERTED

LEARNING CHANNEL5 INVENTORY

D VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

2 QUESTIONNAIRE

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
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40

30

20

10

O
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44

34 34
30

6 QUESTIONNAIRE

BARSCH LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE FORM

VISUAL AUDITORY TACTILE

LEARNING STYLES

3 QUESTIONNAIRE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)

a VISUAL
¡•AUDITORY

O TACTILE

4 QUESTIONNAIRE

25

20

15

10

5

O

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
PREFERENCES SURVEY

21

17 18
AUDITORY

DVISUAUVERB

S VISUAL/NON V

QVISUAL/TACT.
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QUESTIONNA1RE RESULTS

ÑAME: Verónica Zurita

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUITIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORIENTED

UPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL

GROUP

KINESTHETIC

ACTIVE

REFLECTIVE

SENSIT1VE

INTUITIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAUVERB.

VISUAI^NONV.

VISUAUTACT.

1
Quest.

39%

33%

28%

2
Quest.

44

42

38

42

40

44

3
Quest

21

21

27

25

8

26

20

16

21

23

19

4
Quest.

21

18

19

21

5
Quest.

8

3

9

2

8

3

8

3

6
Quest.
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24
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7
Quest.

12
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Interv.

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

1

2

Diary

1
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

• VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACTILE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS( LEARNING CHANNELS [NVENTORY

12

11 S

2 QUESTIONNAIRE
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44

42
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38
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PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
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DTACTILE
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6 QUESTIONNAIRE

35
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20
15
10

5
O

BARSCH LEARNING STYLE
PREFERENCE FORM
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24

VISUAL AUDITORY TACTILE

3 QUESTIONNAIRE 4 QUESTIONNAIRE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)

22

21
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17

16

PERCEPTUAL LEARNING
PREFERENCES SURVEY

• AUDITORY
OVISUAL/VERB.
EVISUAUNONV.
nVISUAL/TACT.
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

ÑAME: Patricia Pazmiño

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACT/LE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUITIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQVENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORIENTED

OPEN

GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL
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KINESTHETIC
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REFLECTIVE

SENSITIVE

INTUITIVE

SEQUENTIAL

GLOBAL

VISUAL

VERBAL

VISUAISVERB.

VISUAIJNONV.

VISUAL/TACT.

1
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37%
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2
Quest.

42

36
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34
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3
Quest.
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4
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5
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6
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1
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1
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTiONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARNING CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST

• VISUAL

• AUDITORY

DTACT1LE

STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS)
LEARNING CHANNELS INVENTORY
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PREFERENCES SURVEY
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aVISUAUTACT.
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESÜLTS

ÑAME: Carolina Chacón

VISUAL

AUDITORY

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUITJVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
ORIENTED
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GLOBAL

ANALYTIC

INDIVIDUAL
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KINESTHETIC
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SENSITIVE
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VISUAL
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VISUAL/VERB.
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VISUAISTACT.
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GRAPHS

1 QUESTIONNAIRE 3 QUESTIONNAIRE 7 QUESTIONNAIRE

THE LEARN1NG CHANNEL
PREFERENCE CHECKLIST
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

ÑAME: Fernando Echeverría

VISUAL

AUDITOR Y

TACTILE

EXTROVERTED

INTROVERTED

INTUITIVE

CONCRETE-
SEQUENTIAL

CLOSURE-
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

ÑAME: Ma. Fernanda Rodríguez
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QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
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3.2. ANALYSIS OF INSTRUMENTS RESULTS

Katherine

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questíonnaire: She is tactile with 37, visual with 35 and finally auditory with 28

from a total of 100.

3 Questíonnaire: She is visual with 39, tactile with 36 and finally auditory with 25.

6 Questíonnaire: She is visual with 30, tactile with 28 and finally auditory with 22

from a total of 80.

7 Questíonnaire: She is tactile with 12, visual and auditory withl 1 from a total of 34.

Interview: She is more tactile that the other styles.

Diary: She is visual according to her answer.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we nave: visual with 115,

tactile with 113 and finally auditory with 86. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be visual and tactile at the same time.

Analysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questíonnaire: She is tactile with 48, kinesthetic with 46, visual and group with 38,

auditory with 36 and finally individual with 34 from a total of 202.

3 Questíonnaire: She is extroverted with 20 and introverted with 12 from a total of

32.

Interview: She is very extroverted.
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In this case, she is very extroverted in both questionnaires and also in the interview

(2,3) and again in the 2 questionnaire she is mainly tactile-kinesthetic, then visual and

finally auditory.

Anafysis ofwhat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactile with 21, visual-nonverbal with 20, visual-

verbal with 18 and auditory with 16 from a total of 75.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between visual and tactife.

As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-related to the visual

and tactile learning styles. She doesn't pay attention too much to the auditory style.

Also, she is extroverted and she is the kind of visual-tactile.

María

Anafysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

I Questionnaire: She is tactile with 25, visual with 40 and finally auditory with 35

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: She is visual with 31, tactile with 35 and finally auditory with

34fromatotalof 100.

6 Questionnaire: She is visual with 30, tactile with 21 and finally auditory with 26

from a total of 77.

7 Questionnaire: She is visual with 14, tactile and auditory with 9 from a total of 32.

Interview: She is more visual than tactile and auditory.

Diary: She is also visual.
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In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we nave: visual with 115,

auditory with 104 and fínally tactile with 90. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be visual, then she likes to learn by listening and finally tactile.

Anafysis of extraverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 50, kinesthetic with 42, group with 40, auditory

and visual with 38 and fínally individual with 34 from a total of 202.

3 Questionnaire. She is introverted with 20 and extroverted with 16 from a total of

36.

Interview: Results show she is more introverted than extroverted.

In this case, there is no sense because in the fírst questionnaire, she likes to work in

groups and in the second questionnaire, she likes to work individually, similar to the

interview results. And also, tactile-kinesthetic is the fírst learning style, which is

opposite to the last impression where the tactile learning style was the last one.

Anafysis ofwhat kindof visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-nonverbal with 23, visual-tactile and auditory with 17

and visual-verbal with 15 from a total of 72.

Through this questionnaire, we can see she likes to learn by seeing but does not like

to talk and particípate in class.

As a summary: As you can see, in the first part of the analysis, results defíned her as

visual, then auditory and fínally tactile. However, according to the second part, she is

tactile-kinesthetic and then visual and auditory at the same time. There is also
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something strange, because in this part, she is extroverted and introverted in the same

way.

María Fernanda

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 30, visual with 38 and fínally auditory with 32

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: She is visual and tactiíe with 31 and finally auditory with 38.

6 Questionnaire: She is visual with 26, tactile with 30 and finally auditory with 22

from a total of 78.

7 Questionnaire: She is tactile, visual and auditory with 12 from a total of 36.

Interview: It shows she is tactile

Diary: It also indícales that she is tactile.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires, we have: visual with 107,

auditory with 104 and fínally tactile with 103. So, we can realize that this person has

not a clear tendency. There is not a big difference in points. But we can forget the

diary and interview where she is tactile.

Analysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is kinesthetic with 34, visual with 32 , group with 42, tactile

and auditory with 36 and finally individual with 26 from a total of 170.

3 Questionnaire: She is extroverted with 22 and introverted with 11 from a total of

33.
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Interview: She is extroverted.

In this case, she is very extroverted in both questionnaires (2.3), and again in the

second questionnaire, she has not defined her learning style

Analysis ofwhaí kindof visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactile and visual-nonverbal with 23, visual-verbal

and auditory with 19 from a total of 61.

Through this questionnaire, we can see she likes to learn by seeing without talking,

and touching something, at the time of paying attention to the class.

As a summary: It is not clearíy defined that this person is closely-related to the

visual, auditory, and tactile learning styles. Also, she is extroverted and she is the

kind of visual-tactile-nonverbal.

María Gabriela

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 33, visual with 36 and finally auditory with 31

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: She is visual with 29, tactile with 40 and finally auditory with 31.

6 Questionnaire: She is visual with 34, tactile with 30 and finally auditory with 26

from a total of 90.

7 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 10, visual with 13 and auditory with 14 from a

total of 37.
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In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 112,

tactile with 113 and finally auditory with 102. So, we can realize that this person has

a clear tendency to be visual and tactile at the same time.

Analysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is tactile and group with 48, kinesthetic with 44, visual and

auditory with 42, and finally individual with 34 from a total of 258.

3 Questionnaire: She is extroverted with 23 and introverted with 10 from a total of

33.

In this case, she is very extroverted in both questionnaires (2.3) and again in the

second questionnaire, she is mainly tactile-kinesthetic, then visual and auditory.

Analysis ofwhat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactile and visual-verbal with 19, visual-nonverbal

with 20, and auditory with 18 from a total of 76.

Through this questionnaire, we can see that there is not a big difference between

them.

As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-related to the visual

and tactile learning styles. She doesn't pay attention too much to the auditory style.

Also, she is extroverted and she is the kind of visual-tactile-verbal-nonverbal.
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Monica

Anafysis of Visual, tácale and auditory:

I Questionnaire: She is tactile with 27, visual with 36 and finally auditory with 37

fromatotalof 100.

3 Questionnaire: She is visual with 38, tactile with 36 and finally auditory with 26.

6 Questionnaire: She is visual with 28, tactile with 22 and finally auditory with 24

from a total of 80.

7 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 9, visual with 11 and auditory with 14 from a

total of 34.

Interview: It shows she is obviously visual.

Diary: She is also visual.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 113,

auditory with 101 and finally tactile with 94. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be visual then she also likes to listen in order to learn and finally the

tactile learning style.

Anafysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is auditory with 42, visual with 36, tactile and kinesthetic with

32 group with 22, and finally individual with 34 from a total of 198.

3 Questionnaire: She is extroverted with 19 and introverted with 7 from a total of 26.

Interview: She is more extroverted than introverted.

In this case, she is extroverted and introverted in both questionnaires (2,3) and in the

2 questionnaire she ís mainly auditory, then visual and finally tactile-kinesthetic.
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Analysis ofwhat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactile with 18, visual-nonverbal and auditory with 19,

and visual-verbal with 17 from a total of 73.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between visual and auditory.

As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-related to the visual

and auditory learning styles. Then she pay attentíon to the tactile style. Also, she is

extroverted and introverted at the same time. However, interview shows she is

slightly more extroverted.

Carlos

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: He is tactile with 28, visual with 43 and finally auditory with 29

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: He is visual with 38, tactile with 29 and finally auditory with 33.

6 Questionnaire: He is visual with 30, tactile with 26 and finally auditory with 14

from a total of 70.

7 Questionnaire: He is tactile with 12, visual with 13 and auditory with 9 from a total

of34.

Interview: It indícales he is tactile.

Diary: It shows he is more visual than tactile and auditory.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 124,

tactile with 95 and finally auditory with 85. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be visual, then she is tactile and finalíy auditory.
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Anafysis of extroverted and mtroverted:

2 Questionnaire: He is visual with 50, tactile with 36, individual and group with 32,

and kinesthetic and auditory with 30 from a total of 210.

3 Questionnaire: He is extroverted with 18 and introverted with 20 from a total of 38.

Interview: He is more introverted than extroverted.

In this case, she is slightly more introverted than extroverted in both questionnaires

(2,3) and again in the 2 questionnaire she is mainly visual, then tactile and fínally

auditory.

Anafysis ofwhat kindof visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: He is visual-verbal and visual-nonverbal with 22, visual-táctil e with

17 and auditory with 13 from a total of 74.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between visual and nonverbal.

Maybe, sometimes he likes to talk when he is seeing something.

As a summary: It is clearly defíned that this person is closely-related to the visual

learning style; he does not pay attention too much to the auditory style. Aiso, he is

extroverted and introverted, and she is the kind of visual-verbaf-nonverbal.

Stafyn

Anafysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: He is tactile with 34, visual with 34 and finally auditory with 32

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: He is visual with 28, tactile with 39 and finally auditory with 33.
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6 Questionnaire: He is visual with 34, tactile with 28 and finally auditory with 26

fromatotal of 80.

Interview: He is tactile in this case.

Diary: Now he is visual.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 96,

tactile with 101 and finally auditory with 91. So, we can realize that this person has a

slightly clear tendency to be more tactile than visual and trien auditory.

Analysis ofextroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: He is tactile with 40, kinesthetic and individual with 34, visual

with 32, auditory with 38 and finally group with 30 frotn a total of 208.

3 Questionnaire. He is extroverted with 24 and introverted with 7 from a total of 31.

Interview: He is also extroverted.

In this case, he is very extroverted in trie second questionnaires (2,3) and again in the

2 questionnaire she is mainly tactile, then auditory and ,surprise, after this visual.

Analysis ofwhat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: He is visual-táctil e with 21, visual-nonverbal and visual-verbal with

17 and auditory with 16 from a total of 71.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between visual and tactile.

As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-related to the tactile

learning style, then we have the visual and auditory at the same time. Also, he is

extroverted and she is the kind of visual-tactile.
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Jorge

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questíonnaire: He is tactile with 35, visual with 32 and fínally auditory with 33

from a total of 100.

3 Questíonnaire: He is visual with 32, tactile with 32 and finaily auditory with 36.

6 Questíonnaire: He is visual with 28, tactile with 22 and finaily auditory with 24

from a total of 74.

7 Questíonnaire: He is tactile with 13, visual with 11 and auditory with 10 from a

total of 34.

Interview: ít shows he is tactile.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 103,

tactile with 102 and finally auditory with 103. So, we can realize that this person has

a clear tendency to all of these three learning styles at the same time.

Analysis ofextroverted and introverted:

2 Questíonnaire: He is tactile with 40, kinesthetic with 36, group with 44, visual and

auditory with 34 and finally individual with 30 from a total of 218.

3 Questíonnaire. He is extroverted with 22 and introverted with 10 from a total of 32.

Interview: He is also extroverted.

In this case, he is very extroverted in both questionnaires (2,3) and again in the 2

questionnaire he is more tactile-kinesthetic trian visual and auditory.
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Analysis ofwhaí kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: He is visual-táctil e with 18, visual-nonverbal with 21, visual-verbal

with 17 and auditory with 19 from a total of 75,

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between visual and nonverbal.

As a summary: It is clearly defíned that this person is slightly related to the tactile

learning style, but there is not a big difference with the others styles. Also, he is very

extroverted and he is the kind of visual-nonverbal.

Verónica

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 28, visual with 39 and finally auditory with 33

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: She is visual with 30, tactile with 40 and finally auditory with 30.

6 Questionnaire: She is visual with 30, tactile with 32 and finally auditory with 24

from a total of 74.

7 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 10, visual with 12 and auditory with 11 from a

total of 34.

Interview: She is auditory in this case.

Diary: Now she is visual.

In general terms, if we analyze alí above questionnaires we have: visual with 111,

tactile with 110 and finally auditory with 98. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to the visual and tactile learning styfes at the same time.
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Anafysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is kinesthetic and visual with 44, group with 40, auditory and

individual with 42 and fmally tactile with 38 from a total of 250.

3 Questionnaire: She is extroverted with 25 and introverted with 8 from a total of 33.

Interview: It indicates she is extroverted too.

In this case, she is very extroverted in the fírst questionnaire and again in the 2

questionnaire and in the interview. She is mainly visual and kinesthetic, then

auditory.

Anafysis ofwkat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactíle and auditory with 21, visual-nonverbal with 19,

and visual-verbal with 18 from a total of 79.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between visual and tactile and

also auditory

As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-related to the visual

and tactile learning styles. She doesn't pay attention too much to the auditory style.

Also, she is extroverted and she is the kind of visual-tactile.

Patricia

Anafysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 30, visual with 33 and finally auditory with 37

from a total of 100.
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3 Questionnaire: She is visual with 33, tactile with 19 and finally auditory with 48.

6 Questionnaire: She is visual with 32, tactile with 22 and finally auditory with 28

from a total of 82.

7 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 13, visual and auditory with 12 from a total of 35.

Interview: It shows she is tactile.

Diary: It indicates she is auditory.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we nave: auditory with 125,

visual with 110 and finally tactile with 84. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be the auditory learning style.

Analysis ofextroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is individual with 48, kinesthetic with 46, visual with 42, group

with 34, auditory with 36 and finally tactile with 26 from a total of 202.

.? Questionnaire. She is extroverted with 21 and introverted with 4 from a total of 25.

Interview: She is extroverted too

In this case, she is very extroverted in both questionnaires (2,3) and again in the 2

questionnaire she is mainly kinesthetic, then visual and finally auditory.

Analysis ofwhat kindof visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactile and visual-nonverbal with 19, visual-verbal

with 15 and auditory with 20 from a total of 73.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between all styles here.
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As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-related to the auditory

learning style. Then she pay attention to the tactiie and visual styles. Also, she is

extroverted and she is the kind of visual-tactiie.

Carolina

Analysis of Visual, tactiie and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: She is tactiie with 31, visual with 34 and fmally auditory with 35

fromatotalof 100.

3 Questionnaire: She is visual with 29, tactiie with 36 and finally auditory with 35.

6 Questionnaire: She is visual with 25, tactiie with 18 and fmally auditory with 24

from a total of 67.

7 Questionnaire: She is tactiie, visual and auditory with 9 from a total of 27.

Interview: She is auditory.

Diary: she is also auditory.

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 97,

tactiie with 94 and fmally auditory with 103. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be more auditory than visual and not far away tactiie.

Analysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is tactiie with 40, kinesthetic with 38, group with 42, visual and

auditory with 34 and finally individual with 26 from a total of 214.

3 Questionnaire. She is extroverted with 24 and introverted with 21 from a total of

45.
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interview: She is extroverted too.

In this case, she is very extroverted in both questionnaires (2,3) and again in the 2

questionnaire she is mainly táctile-kinesthetic, then visual and auditory.

Analysis ofwhat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactile with 12, visual-nonverbal with 14, visual-

verbal with 17 and auditory with 19 from a total of 62.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation to the auditory learning style.

As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-related to the auditory

iearning styles, She also pays attention to the tactile-kinesthetic style as well as the

visual style. Also, she is very extroverted.

Fernando

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

/ Questionnaire: He is tactile with 27, visual with 39 and finally auditory with 34

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: He is visual with 51, tactile with 27 and finally auditory with 22.

6 Questionnaire: He is visual with 32, tactile with 16 and finally auditory with 26

from a total of 80.

7 Questionnaire: He is tactile with 9, visual with 12 and auditory with 13 from a total

of34.

interview: He is tactile.

Diary: Now he is visual
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In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 134,

auditory with 95 and finally tactile with 79. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be strongly visual. Then he prefers listening.

Anatysis ofextroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: He is tactile with 48, kinesthetic with 40, visual with 42, group

with 50, auditory with 46 and finally individual with 24 from a total of 250.

3 Questionnaire: He is extroverted with 21 and introverted with 13 from a total of 34.

Interview: It indicates he is introverted.

In this case, he is very extroverted in both questionnaires (2.3) and again in the

second questionnaire, she is mainly tactile and auditory, then visual.

Analysis ofwhat kintl of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: He is visual-tactiíe with 15, visual-nonverbal with 21, visual-verbal

with 19 and auditory with 18 from a total of 75.

Through this questionnaire, we can see the relation between visual-nonverbal and

auditory.

As a summary: It is clearly defined that this person is closely-reiated to the visual

and has a tendency to the tactile and auditory learning styles. Also, he is extroverted

and introverted at the same time..
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AI ex

Anafysis of Visual, tactíle and auditory:

6 Questionnaire: He is visual with 32, tactile with 18 and finally auditory with 32

from a total of 80.

Interview: \ indicates he is visual.

Diary: It also shows he is visual.

In this case, we can see that we do not have too much information to analyze his

learning style, only that he is simultaneously visual and auditory and then tactile.

However, according to the diary and the interview we can see that he is more visual

than other styles.

María Fernanda Rodríguez

Anafysis of Visual, tactíle and auditory:

1 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 33, visual with 41 and finally auditory with 26

from a total of 100.

3 Questionnaire: She is visual with 38, tactile with 23 and finally auditory with 39.

7 Questionnaire: She is tactile with 12, visual with 11 and auditory with 10 from a

total of 33.

Interview: It indicates she is tactile.

Diary: Now it shows she is visual

In general terms, if we analyze all above questionnaires we have: visual with 90,

auditory with 75 and finally tactile with 68. So, we can realize that this person has a

clear tendency to be visual, then auditory and tactile almost at the same time.
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Analysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: She is individual with 46, visual with 42, tactile with 38,

kinesthetic with 40, auditory with 26 and finally group with 12 from a total of 204.

3 Questionnaire. She is extroverted with 25 and introverted with 8 from a total of 33.

Interview: It shows she is introverted.

In thís case, she is very individual and extroverted in both questionnaires (2.3) and

again in the second questionnaire, she is mainly visual-tactile-kinesthetic, then

auditory and fínally group.

Analysis ofwhat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: She is visual-tactile with 17, visual-non verbal with 20, visual-

verbal with 19 and auditory with 14 from a total of 70.

Through this questionnaire, we can see that she dislikes to talk, even though she is

extroverted.

As a summary: It is clearly defíned that this person is closely related to the visual and

tactile, and auditory learning styles are after this one. Also, she is extroverted and she

is the kind of visual-nonverbal.

GROUP OF STVDENTS

Analysis of Visual, tactile and auditory:

First Questionnaire: They are tactile with 30, visual with 37 and fínally auditory

with 33 from a total of 100.
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Third Questionnaire: They are visual with 34, tactile with 33 and finally auditory

with 33.

Sixth Questionnaire: They are visual with 3008, tactile with 24.07 and finally

auditory with 24.46 from a total of 78.61.

Seventh Questionnaire: They are visual with 11.75, auditory with 11 41 and tactile

with 10.58 from a total of 33.74.

Interview: They are 8 students who are tactile, then 3 students who are visual and

finally 2 students who are auditory.

Diaty; They are 9 students who are visual, then 2 students who are auditory and

finally one student who is tactile.

In general terms, if we analyze aíl above questionnaires, we have: visual with 112.83,

auditory with 101.87 and finally, tactile with 97.65. So, we can realize that these

persons have a clear tendency to be strongly visual. Then they prefer listening.

Considerins ñames:

Auditory: Patricia and Carolina

Tactile: Stalyn.

Visual: Fernando, Alex, María Fernanda Rodríguez.

Visual and Tactile: Verónica, Carlos, Monica, Mana Gabriela, Catherine and María.

Visual, Tactile and Auditory: Jorge and Mana Fernanda Robalino.
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Analysis of extroverted and introverted:

2 Questionnaire: They are tactile with 40, kinesthetic with 38.92 , visual with 38.92,

group with 36.46, auditory with 36.92 and finally individual with 34.15 from a total

of 225.37.

3 Questionnaire. They are extroverted with 21.62 and introverted with 11.62 from a

total of 33.24.

Interview: They are 9 persons who are extroverted and 4 persons who are introverted.

In this case, they are very extroverted in both questionnaires (2.3) and also in the

interviews and again in the second questionnaire, they are mainly tactile and visual,

then auditory.

Considerine ñames:

introverted: María, Monica, Carlos, Fernando, Alex, María Fernanda Rodríguez.

Extroverted: María Gabriela, Stalyn, Verónica, Carolina, Patricia, María Fernanda

Robalino, Jorge and Katherine.

Analysis ofwhat kind of visual she is:

4 Questionnaire: They are visual-tactile with 18.3, visual-nonverbal with 19.84 ,

visual-verbal with 18 and auditory with 17.62 from a total of 73.76.

Through this questionnaire, we can see they are more visual-nonverbal but there is

not a big difference with others styles.
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Considerins ñames:

Visual verbal/nonverbalAactile: María Gabriela, María Fernanda Rodríguez,

Monica,

Visual tactile/nonverbal: María Fernanda Robalino, Jorge, Patricia and Verónica.

Visual verbal: Carolina, Katherine

Visual nonverbal: Fernando, Maria, Carlos

Visual tactile: Stalyn

As a summary: It is clearly defined that they are persons that are closely-related to

the visual style, and have a tendency to the tactile and auditory learning styles too.

Also, they are very extroverted.
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CHAPTER IV

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS AND

DESCRIPTIONS OF LESSON PLANS

4.1. PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS PERTAJNING TO EACH LEARNING

STYLE.

> Visual Leamers:

• Students can use visual malcriáis such as pictures, charts, maps, and

graphs.

• They need to see the body language and facial expression of their

teachers to have a clear view when they are speaking.

• Students can use colour to highlight or underline important points in

text.

• They can take notes or ask teachers to provide handouts.

• Students can illustrate their ideas with a picture or brainstorming

before writing them down.

• They can write a story and exempliíy it.
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• Students can use multi-media (computers, videos, and films).

• They can study in a quiet place away from verbal disturbances.

• Students can read illustrated books.

V Auditory Learners:

" Students can particípate in class discussions and debates.

• They can malte speeches and oral presentations

• Students can use a tape recorder during lectures instead of taking

notes.

• They can talk with foreigners.

• Students can read paragraphs aloud.

• They can discuss their ideas verbally.

• Students can practice dictation.

• They can use verbal analogies, and story telling.

Tactile/Kin esth etíc Learn ers

• Students can take frequent study breaks.

• They can move around to learn new things.

• Students can work at a standing position.

• They can chew gum while studying, not in class.

• Students can use bright colors to highlight or underline reading

material.

• They can work with posters.
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Students can listen to music while they study.

They can do skimming through reading material to get the general

idea.

> Active Learners

• They can study in groups or in pairs.

• Students can ask for problem-solution activities.

• They can work with others to guess questions.

• Students can demand more time for discussions,

• They can explain some topics between each other.

• Students can find ways to use information to not forget that.

Reflective Learners

• Students can ask for more time for thinking about new information.

• They can read and memorize written material,

• They can think of possible questions for an exam.

• Students can write short summaries of readings.

• They can take notes and do diagrams.

• Students can do extra activities to retain information.

> Sensing Learners

• Students can learn better when they remember and understand

information, and see how it connects to the real world.
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• They can use concrete and practica! material.

• Students can ask for specific exampíes of concepts and procedures.

" They also can find out how the concepts apply in practice.

• Students can do brainstorming with friends or classmates.

> Intuitíve Learners

• Students can ask for interpretaron or theories that link the facts.

• They also can try to find the connections themselves.

• Students can avotd memorization and rote substitution.

• They can be impatient with details and do not Hke repetition. Change this.

• Students can take time to read the entire question before start answering.

• They can be sure to check their results.

> Visual Learners

• Students can try to find diagram, photographs, flow charts, or any other

visual representation of written material.

• They can ask for reference books, and see if any videotapes or displays of

the course material are available.

• Students can list key points, enclosing them in boxes or circles, and

drawing lines with arrows between concepts to show connections.

• They can use a highlighter to relate paragraphs or main ideas using the

same color.
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> Verbal Learners

• Students can write summaries or outlines of course material in their own

words.

• They can work in groups to gain understanding of material by hearing

classmates' explanations.

• Students can learn even more when they do the explaining.

> Sequential Learners

• Students can take advantage that many courses are taught in a sequential

manner.

• They can ask teacher to follow topics orderly,

• Students can take the time to outline the lecture material for themselves in

logical order.

• They can global thinking skills by relating each new topic they study to

things they already know.

Global Learners

• Students can need the big picture of a subject before they can master

details.

• They can ask teacher to explain how topics relate to what they already

know.

• Students can study the first section of a chapter in a text, skim through the

entire chapter to get an overview.
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• They can ask the instructor to help you see connections or by consulting

references.

Finalty, Alan Mumford has devised the following list of skills which he believes to be

involved in learning effectively:

• The ability to establish effectiveness entena for yourself

• The ability to measure your effectiveness.

• The ability to identify your own learning needs.

• The ability to plan personal learning.

• The ability to take advantage of learning opportunities.

• The ability to tnanage your own learning processes.

• The ability to listen to others.

• The capacity to accept help.

• The ability to take risks and tolérate anxiety.

• The ability to analyse what other successful performers do.

• The ability to know yourself

• The ability to share information with others.

• The ability to review what has been learnt.

4.2. Preparation of lesson plans

Taking into account not only the results of questionnaires but also methods,

techniques and classroom research to apply that information through learning styles

we have prepared some lesson plans for many classes:
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FIRST STAGE

The fírst three lesson plans are going to be prepared by the author of this research and

they will be also taught by him. The objective of this, is to know students reaction to

a new teacher, to work with extra material and to measure the level of confidence

they could have through modified activities.

LESSON PLAN 1

Teacher: Henry Saritama Level: sixth # Sts: 14

Date: June 25* 2002 Unit: 10 lesson A

Aims: Teach to the whole class using learning styles and apply all information

considered as relevant to improve their learning of EFL. In addition, take advantage

of improved material to enhance classes.

Normal activity

1. Everyday annoyances

Pair work Have you ever had a problem similar to those in the

illustrations?

Do you sympathize with the comment below each one? Why or why not?

Here, we have four pictures with one sentence each one, explaining the

situation of every picture.

Modified activity

Itfocuses more on tactile and visual learning styles and a little bit on auditory

style. This activity also focuses on pairs and asagroup.

1. Everyday annoyances

Time: It takes 10 minutes.
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Materials: We have prepared little bags with many pieces of papers. Every

word is written in each paper.

Method: \.- In couples, students receive a little bag and start to order all

sentences. 2.- Then, they try to understand the sentences.

3.- After this, they open their books and share with the whole class. 4,-

Finally, they talk about personal experiences.

Students' styles: All students do the activity of ordering sentences in pairs,

but extroverted students with introverted.

Normal activity

2. Noun clauses containing relative clauses

A Do you sometimes have complaints about these people or situations?

Complete the sentences with your own information.

Here, there are eight sentences that must be completed

B Pair work Compare answers with a partner. Ask and answer

follow-up questions.

Modified activity

// focuses on visual, aiiditory and tactile at the same time. They work

individually and then as a gronp.

2, Noun clauses containing relative clauses

Time: It takes no more than 20 minutes

Materials: To explain the grammar, I wrote a sentence on two pieces of

paper to make a difference between them. I have also written the eight

sentences on a piece of paper to be placed on the board.

Method: 1.- They pay attention to the teacher. 2.- Then, they start

individually to think and write a sentence to complete the part in blank, 3.-

After this, they go to the board and write the answer with a marker. 4 -

Finally, they comment as a group.

Students 'styles: They work individually and then share information as a

group.
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Normal activity

3. Pet peeves

A list at least four of your "pet peeves" -things that get on your nerves on

a regular basis.

B Pair work Discuss your pet peeves. Do you and your partner have

any complaints that are similar.

Modified activity

Itfocuses more on tactile/kinesthetic style and audiíory a little bit too.

3. Pet peeves

Time: It takes 15 minutes.

Materials: Notebooks and pens of students.

Method: l.~ Brainstorming writing on a paper all kind of ideas individually.

2.- Groups Short role-play. They choose the best situation and practice to

mimic this in front of the class. 3.- All members of the group do the role-play.

Students 'styles: The ones who are visual work with the tactile ones Also,

one auditory in each group. Extroverted and introverted are divided in the

group s.

Extra activity

Itfocuses on auditory/verbal style.

4. Foreign speaker

Time: It takes the last 15 minutes.

Materials: They do not need materials for this activity.

Method: \.~ Discussion in groups. A person from the USA goes to the center

of the class. 2.- They start to establish an informal communication related to

complaints. 3.- They compare both cultures.

Students 'styles: Teacher makes all the visual and tactile students particípate.

The auditory ones Hke to ask.
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LESSON PLAN 2

Teacher: Henry Saritama Level: sixth # Sts: 14

Date: July 1a 2002 Unit: 10 lessonB

Aims: In this case, we use the problem-based learning and cooperative learning

methods to make them work in groups in real situations, using authentic material. It

makes them think deeply of a reality that is part of everyone of us.

Normal activity

1. Why don't they do something about it?

A How many of these things are problems in your city? Check yes (Y) or

no (N). Compare with a partner.

Here, there are six phrases. Each one describes a typical problem in a city.

B Pair work What problems affect your community? Choose the four

most serious problems in Exercise A or others of your own.

Modified activity

It focases more on tactile and visual learning styles and a little bit on auditory

style. This activity also focuses on them as a group. This is also a problem

based and cooperative learning activity.

1. Why don't they do something about it?

Time: It takes around 45 minutes.

Materials They use their student book at the beginning. Then, they use four

big pieces of paper, lots of small pieces of paper, some markers and the board.

Method: 1 - They do the first activity in the normal way as it is described

above. 2.- Then, they choose the bigger problems in Ambato and add some

others. 3.- They work in two groups. 4.- After this, they make a problems tree

on the board. 5.- One person explains the result of the tree. 6.- After that, they

start to do the objectives tree and also explain to the class. 7 - Finally, they

discuss as a group.
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Students 'styles: The two auditory persons work in dííferent groups. Also, the

tactile and visual students are divided in both a and b groups. The same

happens with extroverted and introverted people.

Normal activity

2. Noun clauses containing relative clauses

A Do you sometimes have complaints about these people or situations?

Complete the sentences with your own information.

Here, there are eíght sentences that must be completed.

B Pair work Compare answers with a partner. Ask and answer

follow-up questions.

Modifíed activity

// focuses on visual, auditory and tactile at the same time, l^hey work more

individually in this case.

3. Noun clauses containing relative clauses

Time: It takes no more than 15 minutes.

Materials: To explain the grammar, I wrote a sentence on two pieces of

paper to make a difference between them. I have written the eight sentences

on a piece of paper to be put on the board. Then, they start individually to

think and write a sentence to complete the part in blank.

Method: 1.- Firstly, they need to pay attention to the teacher 2.- Then, they

think of a solution to complete each sentence. 3.- After this, they go to the

board and write the answer individually. 4.- They correct the sentences, just

in case, as a group.

Students 'stvles: They work individually, but taking into consideration the

learning styles of everyone at the same time.
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LESSON PLAN 3

Teacher: Henry Saritama Level: sixth # Sts: 14

Date: July 3ra 2002 Unit: 10 lessonB

Aims: As in the other lesson plans, I teach forming groups with persons of different

styles to achieve a balance in their learning. As well, of créate activities where all

styles mentioned before form part of it.

Normal activity

1. Noun clauses beginning with questions words, whether, and if.

A Rewrite these questions as noun clauses. Compare with a partner.

Here, there are eight sentences.

B Pair work Read your sentences to your partner. Make comments

about each one.

Modifíed activity

// focuses on tactile, auditory and visual learning styles. This activity also

focases onpairs and as a group.

\. Noun clauses beginning with questions words, whether, and if.

Time: It takes around 20 minutes.

Materials: I have different pieces of papers with different colors. Sentences

are written in this way to change their positions on the board. They can form

new sentences.

Method: \- In couples, students start to think about the structure of

sentences that are on the board. 2.- They can ask about the relations of

sentences. 3.- Then, they complete the other sentences in pairs. 4.- As a

group, they créate some others, following the examples.

Students 'styles: They work in pairs. For this, they are always formed with

persons of different styles. As a group, they particípate, according to the

teacher's instructions.
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Normal activity

2. I want to return this!

A Pair work Read these complaints. What is each person

complaining about?

Here, there are fíve examples of complaints.

B Pair work Have you had any consumer complaints lately?

Modifíed activity

// focuses more on visual and aitditory at the same time. They work more

individually.

2. I want to return this!

Time: It takes no more than 20 minutes.

Materials: They use their student books. I also bring some objects.

Method: 1.- They do the activity that was explained above. 2.- Then, they

have to write a sentence to complain, similar to the others. For this, they use

the objects on the desk. 3.- After this, each one reads the sentence and the

group guesses.

Students 'styles: They work by themselves. All of them particípate in the

activity.

Normal activity

3. Advice for consumers

A Can you match these words with their definitions?

B Pair work Use two of the words in Exercise A to give consumer

advice.

Modifíed activity

// focuses on visual, tactile and auditory styles. They also work individually,

and then in groups.

3. Advice for consumers

Time: It takes around 20 minutes.
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Materials: They use their books. Some papers and markers.

Method: 1.- Individually they try to do the normal activity, 2.- Similarly, in

the second activity, I ask students to write a logo or a brochure with those

words. 3.- They draw something and write this. 4.- They present to the class

and talk about this. 5.- They share information between themselves.

Students 'styles: They match individually. Then, they are divided in groups

where a person of a different style is part of those groups.

SECOND STAGE

The next three lesson plans are part of Elsita's program. They are going to be taught

in normal situations. We want to measure to see if there is a difference between the

six classes.

LESSON PLAN 4

Teacher: Elsa Hernández Level: sixth

Date: July 4* 2002 Unit: 11 lesson A

Aims: Teach naturally as she is used to doing.

# Sts: 14

Normal activity

1. Future perfect and future perfect continuous

A Complete these sentences with the future perfect or future perfect

continuous of the verbs in parentheses. Compare with a partner.

Here, there are six sentences to be completed.

B Rewrite the statements in Exercise A so that they are true for you.

Normal activity

2. Gerunds as the objects of prepositions

A What are some of the feelíngs you would experience if you were

moving abroad? Write two sentences for each expression.
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Here, there are six sentences.

Normal activky

3. Customs and traditions

A Read this list of customs in Canadá and the U S Are they the same or

different in your country? Compare answers with a partner.

Here, we have ten sentences related to the topic.

B Pair work. Discuss the customs in Exercise A that are not the same in

your culture. How do you think they would affect visitors to your

country.

Normal activity

4. Planning a composition

A Group work. Brainstorm ideas on the advantages and disadvantages of

one of these topics.

Here, we have many ideas.

B Now use your brainstorming ideas to write a composition. You can use

the overall conclusión from your brainstorming session in Exercise A

as your thesis statement.

LESSON PLAN 5

Teacher: Elsa Hernández Level: sixth

Date: July 8* 2002 Unit: 11 lesson B

Aims: Teach naturally as she is used todoing.

# Sts: 14

Normal activity

1. Mixed conditionals

A Rewrite this information as conditional sentences. Then compare with

a partner. Have you ever been in similar situations?
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Here, we have six sentences that exemptiry the grammar point.

B Pair work. Complete these sentences and then discuss with a partner.

Here, we also have six sentences.

Normal activity

2. Compound adjectives

A What characteristics are important for someone traveling abroad?

Combine the Ítems from both boxes to make a list of compound

adjectives. Then, compare with a partner.

Here, we have many words and examples.

B Pair work. Why are the characteristics in Exercise A important when

you travel abroad9 Give an example for each one.

Here, we have a sentence.

Normal activity

3. Travel options

A Pair work. Imagine you are planning a vacation. Discuss these

options. How would you like to travel? Explain your reasons, and then

share your answers in groups.

Here, we have seven sentences that are related to the topic.

Normal activity

4. Getting by in Europe

A Pair work. What are three communication problems you might have in

a foreign country where you did not know the language? Discuss how

you would handle these problems. Then read the article, and compare

your ideas to the author's.

B Group work. Discuss these questions. Then share your answers with

the class.
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THIRD STAGE

Now, we have the two final lesson plans, which are prepared by the author of the

research, but, in this case, they are going to be taught by Elsita. We consider this

could be the best formula that includes experience and materiafs support.

LESSON PLAN 7

Teacher: Elsa Hernández Level: sixth # Sts: 14

Date: July lO* 2002 Unit: 12 lesson A

Aims: Elsita teaches the different activities, taking into account the learning styles of

students, and making them participate, according to this information. She also uses all

improved malcriáis as support.

Normal activity

1. Adding information and showing conclusions

A Complete these sentences. Then compare your answers with a partner.

There are six sentences.

Modifíed activity

Itfocuses more on tactile and visual learning styles and a liítle bit on auditory

style. lilis activity also focuses on pairs and asagroup.

1. Adding information and showing conclusions

Time: It takes around 15 minutes.

Materials: The grammar is presented on the board with some flash-cards.

Students can put the sentences in order.

Method: I.- Students pay attention to the explanation of the teacher. 2.-

Mentally, they try to form sentences on the board. 3.- Individually they are

going to complete sentences written on the board. 4.- As a group, they créate

new sentences to make other groups order correctly.
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Students 'styles: They make groups according to the teacher. Introverted and

extroverted interact with the teacher, focusing on their strong and weak

learning styles.

Normal activity

2. The passive of the present continuous

A Use the words in parentheses to write sentences about the

environment. Then match your sentences with the expressions on the

right to form complete ideas.

There are five sentences.

M o di fie d activity

// focuses on visual, auditory and tactile ai the yante time. They work

individually and then as a group. ¡nductive method.

1. The passive of the present continuous

Time: It takes around 25 minutes.

Materials: To explain the grammar, I wrote each sentence on different pieces

of paper to make a soup of parts of sentences.

Method: I.- They recognize the words and ask for the new vocabulary. 2.-

They put in order the sentences in groups. 3.- They pay attention to the

teacher about the structure of sentences. 4.- They write more examples.

Students 'styles: They learn by doing. Teacher form groups with students with

different learning styles. She makes all students participate.

Normal activity

3. The way they view the world

A Complete the chart with adjectives and nouns that describe people and

how they view the world. Compare your answers with a partner.

B Pair work. Which words in Exercise A best describe you?
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Modified activity

It focases more on íactile/kinesthetic style and visual a titile bit too.

3. The way they view the world

Time: It takes no more than 20 minutes.

Materials: There is a big chart on the board.

Method: \.- They identify vocabulary and new words. 2.- They have to

complete it with a marker. 3.- They write some examples using the words

explaíned before.

Students 'styles: All students participate taking advantage of their styles.

LESSON PLAN 8

Teacher: Elsa Hernández Level: sixth # Sts: 14

Date: July 11* 2002 Unit: 12 lesson B

Aims: She teaches using the improved material and considering their styles.

Normal activity

I , Persuasive writing

A Read these persuasive paragraphs. Who is each paragraph directed at?

Match each paragraph to its intended audience.

Here, there are three paragraphs to be read.

B Pair work. Which of the paragraphs is most effective for its intended

audience?

Modified activity

It focases more on tactile and visual learning styles and a little bit on auditory

style. This activity a/so focases on them as a group.

1. Persuasive writing

Time: It takes around 30 minutes.
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Materials: There are three giant posters with one paragraph each one. Thre

are also ten words lost in each paragraph, which are written on different pieces

of paper.

Method: \.- They are going to work in three different groups. 2.- Each group

recognizes the new words. 3.- Then, they have to complete each paragraph,

fílling in the gaps. 4.- Individually, they are going to identify where each

paragraph belongs to. 5.- Finally, they share information among themselves.

Students 'styles: They are divided by the teacher in 3 groups. Each group has

participaras with different styles. Then according to their styles, introverted

and extroverted interact among themselves.

Normal activity

2. Conditions with if, only if, unless, and even if.

A What is the difference in meaning, if any, between these pairs of

sentences? Which are you most likely to agree with? Compare with a

partner.

There are three sentences.

B Pair work. Complete these sentences with information that is truc for

you. Then compare your answers with a partner.

There are four sentences.

Modified activity

// focases on visual, auditory and tactíle at the same time. They work

individually and then as a group.

2. Conditions with if, only if, unless, and even if.

Time: It takes no more than 15 minutes.

Materials: To explain the grammar, I wrote all sentences, but the key words in

a different color on pieces of paper.

Method: 1.- They pay attention to the explanation of Elsita. 2.- They

comprehend the grammar structure and ask about some doubts. 3.- Then, they
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have to think of more examples. 4.- After this, they write them on different

pieces of paper to put them on the board. 5.- Students comment on examples.

Students 'styies: All particípate, no matter in what style they are. Teacher

balances their interaction, focusing on their strong and weak styies.

Extra activity

If focu.se s on auditory learning style.

3. Teaching through learning styies

Time: It takes around 15 minutes.

Materials: They do not need materials for this activity.

Method: 1.- Group discussion. They talk about the benefíts of learning

styies and how it can influence in the teaching of EFL. How material can

support and illustrate the classes better.

Students' styies: All students particípate.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS OF APPLYING METHODS FOCUSING

ON LEARNING STYLES AND ANALYSIS

5.1. Teaching to all types

In this case, from all learning styles we have chosen those which we think are the

most relevant for our research. They are the visual, auditory and táctile/kinesthetic. In

the same way, we have the introverted and extroverted styles. Finally, it is also

important to take into consideration the visual/verbal, visual/nonverbal and

visual/tactué, to know a little bit more about the relation between them.

Using all three learning styles to teach a subject is the most effective way to help a

student learn. Because each person is most successful when material is presented in

his/her own favored style, it is important for anyone giving instructions to use the

student's style.

It is also important for individuáis to be able to learn and conceptualtze ideas

presented in a style that is different from their favored one. By presenting new

information in methods from all 3 learning styles, an instructor provides the student
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with Information in his most successful method of learning. In addition, the teacher

gives the person the opportunity to experience the same Information in a new way.

This assists the person ¡n expanding his or her learning strategies to become more

successful in his/her attempt.

5.2. Useful methods and techníques

Now, we have a couple of methods that I consider as very important at the time of

teaching English as a foreign language using learning styles, and also some

techníques that we as teachers can use:

Problem-Based Learning

Problem-based learning (PBL), is an instructional method characterized by the use of

"real world situation" problems as a context for students to learn critical thinking and

probíem solving skills, and acquire knowledge of the essential concepts of the course.

Using PBL, students can acquire other learning skills which include the ability to find

and use appropriate learning resources, and to have real thoughts about the

environment where students live. This can also help to take advantage of student

learning styles.

The process used in PBL is the following:

1. Students are presented with a probíem (case, research paper, video tape, for

example). Students can work in groups and organize their ideas and previous

knowledge related to the probíem in order to define the broad nature of the

probíem.
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2. Through a discussion, students can make some questions about some aspects

of the problem that they do not understand. These learning issues are recorded

by the group. Students are continually encouraged to define what they know

and also what they do not know.

3. Students rank, in order of importance, the learning issues generated in the

class. They decide which questions will be foHowed up by the whole group,

and which issues can be assigned to individuáis, who later teach the rest of the

group. Students and instructor also discuss what resources will be needed in

order to research learning issues, and where they can be found.

4. When students check again, they explore the previous learning issues,

integrating their new knowledge into the context of the problem. Students are

also encouraged to summarize their knowledge and connect new concepts to

oíd ones. They continué to define new learning issues as they progress

through the problem, Students soon see that learning is an ongoíng process,

and that there will always be learning issues to be explored.

At this point, the instructor must guide, probé and support students' initiatives, and

also try to find easy solutions. The degree to which a PBL course is student-directed

versus teacher-directed is a decisión that the faculty member must make based on the

size of the class, the intellectual maturity level of the students, and the instructional

goals of the course. In this case, we are working with adults and we have to adapt this

to them. This can work to empower students to take a responsible role in their

learning.
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Cooperatíve Learnins

Cooperative classrooms are changing the essence of learning including new

tendencies that help in this goal. Cooperative learning allows students to work

together in small, mixed-ability groups, according to their learning styles and the

preferences students have to learn.

The teacher's rote shiñs from learning disseminator to learning facilitator. The

responsibility for learning shifts from the teacher to the student. Furthermore,

students working in Cooperative groups have an additional twist to their learning.

They are not only responsible for learning the material that is presented, but also for

ensuring everyone in the group knows the material. Usually, there is some type of

group goal, either academic or some other type of extrinsic reward (Slavin, 1987).

According to Onterp & Onterp (1987) there are three basic types of learning that go

on in any classroom:

• Individualismo Learning is the more traditional structure of learning that has

each student working independently on a project Student accomplishment

toward a specifíed goal relies little, if any, on other students performance.

• Competitive Learning is a structure that has students vying against each other

in order to accomplish a particular goal. Students find themselves in win-lose

situations. In order for me to win, you must lose.

• Cooperative Learning is a structure that utilizes small groups to encourage

students to work together to optimize their own and their peers' learning.

Johnson and Johnson (1987) have also identified five basic elements of cooperative

learning. These include:
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Promotive, Face to Face Oral Communication .-Students are placed in

heterogeneous groups from 2 to 6 members. Here, we can include groups

where there can be students with different learning styles. Team members are

strategically seated in order to encourage "eye-to-eye, knee-to-knee"

interaction. Through team building activities, promotive behavior is

facilitated.

Positive Interdependence .- "AII for one and one for all". As students work

toward a common goal, team cooperation and fellow success becomes

imperative.

Individual Accountability .-Although students work together in a cooperative

group, each student is held accountabie for individual learning. Individual

student performance is assessed and the outcome is reported and celebrated by

the individual as team members.

Interpersonal, Collaborative Social Skills .-Students work together to reach a

common goal. In order for members to reach a common goal, students must

utilize adequate collaborative social skills to function successfully as a whole

group.

Evaluating and Processing - Students are given time and encouraged to

particípate in reflection about what was learned, how it was learned, and the

skills used to process and meet the goal.
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Most common technitiues

In this research, we have utilized most of the techniques described below. We have

considered only the most importan!

BRAINSTORM1NG

Positive points:

- listening exercise that allows creative thinking for new ideas

- encourages full participation because all ideas are equally recorded

- draws on group's knowledge and experience

- spirit of congeniality is created

- one idea can spark off other ideas

Negative points:

- can be unfocused

- needs to be limited to 5 - 7 minutes

- people may have difficulty getting away frorn known reality

- if not facilitated well, criticism and evaluation may occur

Preparation:

- facilitator selects issue

- must have some ideas if group needs to be stimulated

CLASS DISCUSSION

Positive points:

- pools ideas and experiences from group

- effective after a presentation, film or experience that needs to be analyzed

- allows everyone to particípate in an active process

Negative points:

- not practical with more than 20 people

- a few people can domínate

- others may not particípate
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- is time consuming

- can get offthe track

Preparation:

- requires careful planning by facilitator to guide discussion

- requires question outline

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSION

Posítive points:

- altows participaron of everyone

- people often more comfortable in small groups

- can reach group consensus

Negative points:

- needs careful thought as to purpose of group

- groups may get side tracked

Preparation;

- teacher needs to prepare specifíc tasks or questions for group to answer

CASE STUD1ES

Positive points:

- develops analytic and problem solving skills

- allows for exploration of solutions for complex issues

- allows student to apply new knowledge and skills

Negative points:

- people may not see relevance to own situation

- insufficient information can lead to inappropriate results

Preparation:

- case must be cfearly defined in some cases

- case study must be prepared
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ROLE PLAYING

Positive points:

- introduces problem situation dramatically

- provides opportunity for people to assume roles of others and thus appreciate

another point of view

- allows for exploration of solutions

- provides opportunity to practice skills

Negative points:

- people may be too self-conscious

- not appropriate for large groups

- people may feel threatened

Preparation:

- trainer has to define problem situation and roles clearly

- trainer must give very clear instructions

GUEST SPEAKER

Positive points:

- personalizes topic

- breaks down audience's stereotypes

Negative points:

- may not be a good speaker

Preparation:

- contact speakers and coordínate

- introduce speaker appropriately

VALÚES CLARIFICACIÓN EXERCISES

Positive points:

- opportunity to explore valúes and beliefs
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- allows people to discuss valúes in a safe environment

- gives structure to discussion

Negative points:

- people may not be honest

- people may be too self-conscious

Preparation:

- facilitator must carefiítly prepare exercise

- must give clear instructions

- faciütator must prepare discussion questions

LECTURE

Positive points:

- presents Tactual material in direct, logical manner

- contains experience which inspires

- stimulates thinking to open discussion

- useful for large groups

Negative points:

- experts are not always good teachers

- audience is passive

- learning is difficult to gauge

- communication is one way

Preparation:

- needs clear introduction and summary

- needs time and contení limit to be efíective

- should include examples, anecdotes

LECTURE W1TH D1SCUSSIQN

Positive points:

- involves audience, at least after the lecture
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- audience can question, clarify & challenge

Negative points:

- time may limit discussion period

- quality is limited to quality of questions and discussion

Preparation:

- requires that questions be prepared prior to discussion

5.3. Classroom management.

Successful classroom management involves not only responding effectively when

problems occur, but preventing the frequent occurrence of problems. The most

effective decisions in classroom management are based on a clear concept of the

goals and intended outcomes that a teacher wishes to accomplish. It is also, an

important tool in the development of this project. Following, we have some steps to

take into account:

Organization

Rules and procedures should be developed in conjunction with teaching strategies

that help students meet their personal and academic needs.

• Arrange seating in a U-shape, rows or a circle, so that you can see and easily

move cióse to students.

• Post a daily schedule and discuss any changes each morning.

• Engage students until you have given clear instructions for the upcoming

activity.
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• Encourage students to take responsibility for their learning by determining not

to do tasks that can be done by students.

• Establish routines for collecting homework, distributing papers, etc.

• Move around the room and attend to individual needs.

• Provide simple step-by-step directions.

• Remind students of key procedures associated with the upcoming tesson.

• Use group competition to stimulate more orderly transitions.

• Implement structured activities that help students make transitions between

active periods and quieter learning activities.

Communication

Effective communicatión is the foundation for good classroom management.

Communication skills can be divided into two categories: sending and receiving.

Sending Skills (skills used when you speak to someone):

• Deal in the present. Information is more usefuí when it is shared at the earíiest

appropriate opportunity.

• Talk directly to students rather than about them. When teachers do this,

students are shown respect, and receive accurate Information about adults'

feelings.

» Speak courteously. This creates positive role models for students.

• Make statements rather than asking questions. When dealing with student

behaviors, questions often créate defensiveness.
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Receiving Skills (techniques for becoming a more effective listener):

• Use empathic, nonevaluative listening. This makes the speaker feel that he or

she has been clearly heard and that the feelings expressed are acceptable.

• Use paraphrasing, active listening, or reflecting in order to make the speaker

feel heard. This allows the íistener to become involved in the dialogue.

• Make eye contact and be aware of nonverbal messages.

• Suggest strong leadership by using body carriage, facial expressions, and

gestures.

Monitorios

Often, misbehavior occurs because Students find "acting out" more interesting than a

boring lesson or more rewarding than another failure experience. Students may also

misbehave when they are not involved in the learning activity, do not understand the

task, or cannot obtain assistance when it is needed. Following are useful techniques

for responding to minor classroom disruptions:

• Sean the class frequently in order to notice and respond to potential problems.

• React calmly and quickly to a student's disruptive behavior in order to créate a

positive ripple effect.

• Make positive initial contact with Students by praising the positive behavior

that competes with the negative behavior.

• Remind Students of the classroom rule or procedure that they are not

demonstrating.
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• Make students clearly aware of the rules and procedures and the consequence

for violations.

• Give students clear cues indicating that continuation of a behavior will evoke

the specified consequences.

• Inform students that they are choosing the consequence of their behavior.

• Use consequences which are educational in nature.

• When one or two students are being very disruptive, focus other students in

the class on their task. Then find a time to talk quietly with the disruptive

students.

Dcliverv of Instruction

Quality of instruction is a key factor influencing students' behavior and achievement.

Response to student misbehavior is most effective when it maintains or enhances the

student's dignity and self-esteem, and encourages the student to be responsible for his

or her own behavior.

• Invoíve students in evaluating their own work as well as your instruction.

• Hand out an outline, definitions, or study guide to help students organize their

thoughts and focus their attention.

• Ask the question and give ampie wait time before calling on the student.

• Vary style as well as the content of instruction in order to address diverse

student learning styles.

• Provide work of appropriate difficulty to complement varying ability levéis.

• Relate malcriáis to students1 lives whenever possible.
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• Be animated, créate anticipation, and use activities to catch student interest or

increase student motivation to particípate.

• Engage student íearning through cooperative group work, competitive teams,

group discussions, debates, and role playing.

(http://osi.fsu.edu/waveserics/htmivcrsions/wavc3.htm)
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5.4. Analysis of individual and group checklists

LESSON PLAN 4

LEARNING STYLES CHECKLIST

Level: Sixth Teacher: Elsa Hernández

Date: July 801 2002 Observer: Monica Vinueza

Put a tick ( >/ ) where it corresponds:

Strongly agree S A
Agree A
Undecided U
Disagree D
Strongly disagree S D

Hour: 6:45

SA U I)

1. Students feel interested in the class.

2. They pay attention to the teacher

3. Students try to particípate or act.

4. They are cheating each other.

5. They look bored and without will.

6. Students don't like activities.

7. They like malcriáis the teacher is using.

8. They ask to teacher if they have questions.

9. They feel confident to talk.

10. They take notes about the class.

11. They ask their classmates if they've questions.

12. They are involved in the topic

SD
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13. Students prefer to do other things.

14. Students look enthusiastic about the class.

15. They bother each other.

COMMENTS ANfí SUGGESTIONS:

Starting time: 6:50

The class starts with 5 sts. Students. and teacher are checking an example in the book.

6:55'. A student arrives at the class. Students are looking at their books; meanwhiíe,

the checking time takes place. Then, Verónica asks about the example and teacher

clarines. Then they continué checking the example in their workbooks, 7:05'.

Another student arrives at the class. 7:07'. The class starts. Elsa asks about Students'

weekend and they pay attention to Carlos's experience. Verónica seems to be out of

class. She is thinking about something else. 7:12'. Elsa starts to introduce grammar

by brainstorming students' experience, when they were traveling, when they talk

about themselves, they feel interested. 7:20'. Students are asked to do an exercise.

Two couples are working in pairs. Alex does this by himself, as well as Carlos and

Katherine. The students in general do not feel motivated. Probably, because it is

Monday. They are following the teacher's instructions but they are not really in, even

though they are confident to talk. They are not very communicative. Teacher usually

asks them to interact. I will suggest to do more active exercises. Something to make

students move so they wiít feel better. They only write in their notebooks. They

answer the teacher's questions, but there is no real movement in action. 7:35'. The

class environment is the same. The teacher always uses kind words and praises
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Students, but they do not show any change. 7:40'. Elsa explains the new grammar

focus. Students pay attention to her. All of them take notes but Alex does not do it.

They interact with Elsa when she asks them to recognize a tense. 7:45'. Students are

taking notes from the board. Tn the whole class, the teacher has not done extra

activities. Probably, because she is introductng a new topic. But, in general, they have

been using the book or the workbook.

Other comments:

1. They feel interested to check the homework but do not show rea! enthusiasm.

2. They pay attention to E!sa but are not interested unless she asks them.

9. They do, but if Elsa asks questions. Their level is quite good.

12. They probably like to listen to each other's experiences.

13. Some Students like Verónica, but not all the time. The same with Ma.

Fernanda and Alex.

LEARNÍNG STYLES CHECKLIST

Ñame: Carlos Date: July 8* 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored.

Feels confident to particípate

SA A

X

X

X

U D

X

SD
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Bothers a classmate

Likes materials teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other

X

X

X

X

X

X

LEARNINC, STYLES CHECKLIST

Ñame: Alex Date: July 8* 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored.

Feels confident to participate.

Bothers a classmate

Likes materials teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other.

SA A

X

X

X

u

X

X

X

X

D

X

X

X

SD
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LEAKNING STYLES CHECKUST

Ñame: Verónica Date: July 8111 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored

Feels confident to particípate.

Bothers a classmate

Likes malcriáis teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other.

SA A

X

U

X

X

X

X

X

X

D

X

X

X

SI)

LEARNING STYLES CHECKUST

Ñame: katherine Date: July 8* 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored.

SA

X

A

X

U

X

D SD
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Feels confident to particípate.

Bothers a classmate

Likes materials teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

in conclusión: This is a norma/ c/ass

Elsita is one of the best teachers of Engíish at the Catholic University. She always

prepares classes before teaching. However, not only her, but also most of the

teachers of the Engíish programme tend to have a daily routine. They teach according

to the teacher book activities, almost following a strict order. Perhaps, this is because

during the semester they have to finish certain units as a requirement for all the

examinations. Consídering this, most teachers are used to doing it. We also have to

realize that all the books used at the Catholic University to teach Engíish have plenty

of activities that focus mainly on the four skills and some subskills. Maybe, this is

reflected by the above checklist. At this point, I need to clarify that these teachers also

do extra activities, such as games, role plays, so on.
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Level: Sixth

thDate: July 1 r 2002

LESSON PLAN 8

LEARN1NG STYLES CHECKLIST

Teacher: Elsa Hernández

Observen Monica Vinueza Hour: 6:45

Put a tick ( \ where it corresponds:

Strongly agree S A
Agree A
Undecided U
Disagree D
Strongly disagree S D

1. Students feel interested in the class.

2. They pay attention to the teacher

3. Síudents try to particípate or act.

4. There is cheating present.

5. They look bored and without will.

6. Students do not like activities.

7. They Üke materials the teacher is using.

8. They ask teacher if they have questions.

9. They feel confident to talk.

10. They take notes about the class.

SA

11. They ask their classmates if they have questions.

12. They are involved in the topic __

13. Students prefer to do other things. _

14. Students look enthusiastic about the class. _

15. They bother each other. _
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COMMENTS AND SVGGESTIONS:

19HOO there are 8 students in the class. Elsa is explaining the example they are going

to do. Elsa sepárales the class in three groups. They have to put the missing words in

the paragraph. Students get up and look at the words, and then start to work. They are

reading the paragraphs and talking about the words. All of them are working. Ma.

Fernanda checks the others for a while. The second group has finished first. It is

7:10', and Fernando and Stalin are talking. Fernando's group hasn't finished yet.

Students from group one are checking their answers now in the book. 7:13'. The third

group has finished. Elsa is heíping the other group that is number one. 7:15'. Now the

class is checking the examples. Carlos reads the first paragraph. Then, Katherine

reads the second. Everyone is watching the posters. 7:20'. Elsa is going to explain the

grammar. Students check their books and gossip and chat (Mafer and Alex) (Carolina

and a boy) while Elsa is explaining grammar. Carolina, Mafer, Katherine, Charles

and Verónica take notes, and the rest watch Elsa.

LEARNING STYLES CHECKLIST

Ñame: Stalin Date: July 11* 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored.

Feels coníident to particípate.

SA A

X

X

X

U D

X

SD
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Bothers a classmate

Likes malcriáis teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other.

X

X

X

X

X

X

LEARNING STYLES CHECKUST

Ñame: Verónica Date: Julyll"1 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored.

Feels confident to participate.

Bothers a classmate

Likes materials teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other.

SA A

X

X

X

X

X

U

X

X

I)

X

X

X

SD
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LEARNING STYLES CHECKLIST

Ñame: Katherine Date: July U* 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored.

Feels confídent to particípate.

Bothers a classmate

Likes materials teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other.

SA

X

A

X

X

X

X

X

í/

X

X

D

X

X

SD

LEARNING STYLES CHECKLIST

Ñame: Alex Date: Julyll* 2002

Put an ( X ) where it corresponds:

EVAL. ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher.

Feels interested in the class.

Looks tired and bored.

Feels confident to particípate.

Bothers a classmate

SA A

X

U

X

D

X

X

X

SD
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Likes materials teacher is

using.

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prefers to do other things.

Interacts with each other

X

X

X

X

X

In conclusión: This is a modified class

Through this checklist, we can see that most students feel confident to interact in

class. They are involved in the activity and can learn unconsciously. In addition, we

can have classes that are more dynamic where students particípate actively. What I

have done is to take some activities of the book and change them. It depends on the

time and money a teacher has to modify certain activities that he/she considers as

important to enhance hís/her classes. Perhaps, many teachers do this, but the idea here

is that the more activities we improve, the more students we will have interested in

learning ESL. In this way, teachers can have learners more eager to attend classes and

communicate with each other.
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5.5. Analysis of daily personal evaluations

LESSONPLAN 1
thDATE: august 25m 2002

1. Did you like the class activities? _____
íf you say YES.
Which activity did you like the most? And why ?

When students answered YES, then they wrote:
• Do sentence and order in words
• I liked all activities because I practiced and I learn
• In my opinión, all the activities are interesting. This helps for understanding

the grammar.
• Working in groups, because we can nave many ideas.
• The last one, because we can put in practice the grammar in a difíerent way.
• The üttle role play.
• Working in groups, because we can help enter.
• Was when 1 can do role play because I can be more creative.
• The participaron in class.

2. What benefits did you get from this class? What did you learn?

They said:
• I think this way is easier and you don't forget this.
• I 'd like to talk with foreigners.
• I learn about the grammar, and something about Kentucky culture.
• Working in teams, learning with extra material.
• I learaed that it we share our personal experiences, we can understand better.
• I learnt to be more active in class.
• The grammar.
• I lost my nervousness. I leamt to talk about my things without any problem.
• I leamt noun clauses and relative clauses.

Any other suggestions:

They said:
• I'd like to talk with a foreigner
• Anything.
• No one.
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In conclusión:

This was the fírst class I taught. í can say this was very interesting, This was new for

them and they were happy in doing something different from what they were used to.

I modifíed some activities of the book and í think they liked them. What they enjoyed

most was ordering some sentences and the person I brought to taík with them. This

class was about a cultural topic and she was perfect to have more opinions about

other cultures. Tt is important to clarify that I tried to form heterogeneous groups to

do all activities. Also, according to the students styles, I made them particípate.

LESSON PLAN 2
DATE: July 1a 2002

1. Did you like the class activities? ___
[fyousay YES.
Which activity did you like the most? And why ?

When students answered YES, then they wrote:
• Problems tree. Because it's funny
• About problema tree, because we can know about problems in our city.
• The class is fun. Using the creativity is very interesting. This helps for

understanding.
• Drawing on the paper. It was nice to think about problems by drawing,
• Explain on the blackboard.
• Make the problems tree because it is runny.
• Problems tree.
• Making the problems and solutions tree.
• Problems tree.

2. What benefíts did you get from this class? What did you learn?

They said:
• I learned to know more words.
• About new methods for learning better.
• T learned about social problems.
• I guess we got a better idea about the social situation.
• Interactive with the class.
• More vocabulary and have more creativity.
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• I learned something else about the problems.
• To be spontaneous.
• We learned more about our society.

Any other suggestions:

They said:
• You should be faster.
• No.
• More quickly because we lost much time.
• ít 's okay.
• Do some group play (juego en grupo).

In conclusión:

All of the students that were present that day enjoyed this activity a lot. They gave

their opinions to complete the trees and worked hard to fínish it fast. It was problem-

based learning. Also, the most importantthing is that they worked as group in a

cooperative learning. There were also some complaints about time. The thing is that

usually this activity takes a lot of time. However, the benefíts are bigger because they

got fun at the same time as they learned English through an involving activity where

they feel as parí of a team. In general, the idea was to have a healthy discussion.

rd
LESSON PLAN 3

DATE: July3rü 2002

1. Did you like the class activities?
If you say YES.
Which activity did you like the most? And why ?

When students answered YES, then they wrote:
• Talking about opinions.
• About collage, because I can recognize the píctures.
• Múltiple choice because it's fun.
• Grammar because í can understand better.
• Dialogue, because I can practicíng my speaking.
• Learn new grammar.
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• All, because it was interesting.
• I liked all the activities because those were entertaining.
• Shere our opinions about the compíaints and the reading.
• I like talking with my partner. It's important practicing in class to learn more

things.
• Talk with my partner.
• I enjoyed it when we talked about trips and had compíaints about them.
• I like to talk about the compíaints with my partners.

2. What benefits did you get from this class? What did you learn?

They said:
• Understand about grammar.
• I could learn about new things that could happen in the world.
• I learned new vocabulary.
• I learnt to recognize the future perfect and future perfect continous.
• Learned more grammatical precepts.
• Learned new knowledge,
• I learned new vocabulary and grammar.
• I learned some things about the vocabulary.
• I learned about when and why 1 have to complaint.
• I learning to share with classmates.
• Practice oral English.
• I learned some new words.
• Practice the vocabulary.

Any other suggestions:

They said:
• Help us with more examples
• Congratulations.
• To do more exercises among classmates.
• Everything is OK.
• You have to go forward.
• To use addítional material it is very useful.
• Picase, could you bring a song for tomorrow.
• No one.

In conclusión:

1 used the same principies as in the other classes. They were to form groups according

to their styles. I mean, in each group one student with a different style. Resides this,

1 tried to make them to participate every time focusing on their styles. In other words,
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for example, if Patricia is auditory, I asked her about something. In this way, she

enforced her style, but also giving her some visual examples to understand a point. I

think the idea was to include all styles in all activities.

LESSON PLAN 4
thDATE: July4m2022

1. Did classroom materials clarify your ideas? Put a tick ( V )
A lot Yes/Not
Nothing
___ ___ X

Students marked the following:
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

2. What was the thing you liked the most?

Students answered:
• I like to make the sentences.
• Put in practice the grammar making some sentences.
• The visit of Monica.
• Look of photos and talk about them.
• I liked the problems tree
• The new grammar.
• Grammar.
• Use the preposition.
• Gerunds as objects.
• The grammar.
• Talking about experiences.
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3. What was the thing you dislike the most?

They responded:
• Nothing in special.
• When Monica started to take notes of all things.
• Write on the board.
• I dislike the photos.
• The person next to me.
• Nothing.
• We can go out late.
• Exercises.

4. How was the class? Put a tick
ínteresting
Boring

( V )
NotTbad

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

5. What did you learn tonight?

X
X

X
X

I learned about customs for another culture.
Grammar about the future perfect.
The phrase "looking forward to".
About the future.
I learned the new grammar.
Customs.
Many things.
Use the present perfect.
About customs.
The future.
About the future prefect and customs of another country.
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DATE: July 8* 2002
NO ÑAMES

LESSON PLAN 5

t . Did classroom matenals clarify your ideas? Put a tick ( V
S A A U D

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

2. Undertine the thing or things you liked the most:
Classroom materials Teacher

X

X

X

X

X

X

Underline the thing or things you disliked the most:
Classroom materials Teacher Methodology

S D

Methodology Activities

X
X

X

Activities

How was the class? Put a tick ( V )
Interesting New O.K

X
X

Quiet Boring

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
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What did you enjoy from the class?

Students said:
• Talking about advices for travelers.
• About traveling.
• Grammar.
• The pair work.
• That it was interesting and new.
• Understanding how to use conditionals.
• I learned about mixed conditionals.

DATE: July 9* 2002
NO ÑAMES

LESSON PLAN 6

1. Did classroom materials clarify your ideas? Put a tick ( V )
S A A U D

2.

S D

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Underline the thing or things you liked the most:
Classroom materials Teacher Methodology

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

Activities

X

X
X
X
X

X
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Underline the thing or things you disliked the most:
Classroom materials Teacher Methodology

X
X
X
X

X
X

Activities

How was the class? Put a tick ( V )
Interesting New O.K Quiet Boring

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

5. What díd you enjoy from the class?

Students said:
• Share with my classmates.
• Exercises.
• I enjoyed making sentences.
• Nothing.
• Everything.
• Learn about the passive, order the words.
• I enjoyed many things that I liked.
• When Elsa moves her face in a strange way.
• Practicing the grammar.
• The exercises.
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In conclusión:

The lesson plans 4, 5 and 6 were part of the teacher's methodology. Students felt a

kind of change. They returned to the normal activities only using their books as a

reference for their learning of English. Perhaps, one or two extra activities as games

but no more. It was also because of time. The teacher needed to cover all units for the

final exam. As a conclusión, students agreed that the teacher and methodology were

excellent. In a certain way, they are corred. No matter ¡f activities are boring, but if

the teacher has enough experience as she guides them in the correct path. However,

they complain about materials, they did not ¡Ilústrate too much the main ideas.

Considering this, the class was interesting because of her methodology, but the class

was kind of quiet because of the absence of extra activities and materials to enhance

their learning of EFL.

LESSON PLAN 7
DATE: July 10*2002
NO ÑAMES

1. Did classroom materials clariíy your ideas? Put a tick ( V )
S A A U D S D

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
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2. Underüne the thing or things you liked the most:
Classroom malcriáis Teacher Methodology

X X
X X

X

X

Underline the thing or things you disliked the most:
Classroom malcriáis Teacher Methodology

X

Activities

X
X

X

X
X

Activities

How was the class? Put a tick ( V )
Interesting New O.K Quiet Boring

X
X
X
X

X

5. What did you enjoy from the class?

Students said:
• The last class activity.
• I enjoy learning.
• To learn new vocabulary and new nouns and adjectives.
• When we used cardboards for learning,
• With the exercises.
• Put the words in order.
• Everything.
• Completing exercises of the book.
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2. Underlme the thing or things you liked the most:
Classroom malcriáis Teacher Methodology

3.

4.

5.

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Underline the thing or things you disliked the most:
Classroom malcriáis Teacher Methodology

How was the class? Put a tick (
Interesting New O.K.

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

What did you enjoy from the class?

X
X

Quiet

Activities

X
X

X

X

X

X

Activities

Boring

Students said:
• Put the piece of paper on the blackboard.
• About conditions.
• The moment when we sang to Fernando.
• The activities.
• Activities.
• Everything.
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With exercises.
Everything
I enjoyed everything.

In conclusión:

The same as in the last class, all the four factors contributed to improving the

atmosphere of the class. To build cióse relationships between teacher and students.

To increase their will to learn and make their best effort to learn.

RESULTS OF EVALUAT1ONS

The three first lesson plans were done thinking of activities where visual, auditory,

tactile, introverted and extroverted learning styles serve as the basis of them. Here,

the author taught using all information available. It is difficult to thínk of having

personalized teaching, but we can think of having better teaching through

knowledge of the existence of learning styles. To make consciousness that every

student has at least a tendency to some style and that we as teachers must take

advantage of that. How? Improving our classes, including in all activities, little tasks

that focus on all styles. Also, the author realized that my three classes were great in

classroom materials and in the activities themselves, but there were some problems in

the teaching. Perhaps, because of my lack of experience and the high level of English

that theyhad. It could affect the classes and their learning too.
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The other three lesson plans were normal classes without taking ¡nto account the

learning styles of students. Through this way, they learn, but why not improve if we

have these tools at hand.

The last two lesson plans were created by me, but were taught by Elsita. Here, we

took advantage of their learning styles at the time of doing an activity. I can say they

were successful.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Using learning styles to teach has given educators new directions for making

changes in their classrooms. We can see that different social groupings, alternative

activities, new topics such as learning styles and múltiple intelligences, more

complex projects have all been introduced as effbrts to créate opportunities for

students to take advantage of their various strengths in dealing with course material.

Despite the wide range of models and methods, trie concept of learning styles has

gained growíng attention from educators because it provides a stable-enough

characterization of pedagógica! strategies that attempt to build better education.

Obviously, tríese strategies appear more responsive to students's needs. They seem to

provide better learning opportunities. They can give a fresh direction to alternative

teaching of EFL. In addition, students will learn better when using preferences in

which they are successful, in order to expand on those preferences, and work on their

weak preferences too. Tn this way, teachers can construct activities that include

specific and múltiple learning preferences. This can be done by adding alternatives

or, completing learning cycles that incorpórate all styles or, by utilizing problem-

based learning and cooperative learning methods. In other words, it is only a matter
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of getting an agreement between teacher and students. This is without forgetting, that

the use of classroom management with some useful techniques help teachers in this

cause.

One consequence of studying learning styles is the recognition that teachers

al so have their own approaches to the classroom. While these may have become

habitual and while the teacher may define the classroom according to students'

preferences, teachers have to acknowledge that their styles will not necessarily suit

clusters of students in their classroom. As teachers attempt to modify their

classrooms, they need to begin by exploring their own styles. It has become a

requirement at the time of using learning styles in classes.

Another important thing is to recognize that not everybody is comfortable and

productive within the same learning style method. Teachers can use some of these

ideas to develop varied, experiential and Interactive teaching materials, which will

engage and encourage a wide variety of students.

So, as one conclusión, we have that one general strategy that an educator can

use to créate increased opportunities is for students to use difíerent styles, to offer

additional alternative activities that supplement or replace traditional ones. Having a

student write a poem or a role play allows students who respond well to global

learning styles to utilize their sensitive, holistic abilities. In general, the idea is that
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teachers try to improve their classes through a continuous improvement not only of

material to be used, but also of activities and methodology in themselves.

It is also important to mention that it is difficult to personalíze classes, taking

into account each of the styles of students' involved. That is why the author of the

dissertation has considered their styles as a whole thing and not individually. Of

course, it depends on how we want to manage our classes. Also, the importance of

selecting questionnaires to measure their styles is something relevant to take into

account. They showed on some questionnaires one possibíe answer, but on other

questionnaires, the answers were the opposite. So, it means there is not a clear and

defmed tendency for any style in general. At this point, we as teachers can take

advantage of this information as a guide to support the teaching of EFL and to know

how to act in certam cases where we can have problems. We can know the reasons

why some students behave in a certain way.

Another conclusión could be at the time of giving a questionnaire to know the

difTerent styles of students, choose according to the teacher's needs only two, and not

more than three questionnaires, in order not to make classes too boring. It can be

decided considering what styles the teacher wants to measure.

In general words, through this study of learning styles in a particular class with adults

we have realized that it is important to know the different styles of our students as a

tool to modify not only activities, but also the classes in themselves, in order to have

a more appropriate environment for teaching English.
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Finally, there is a need to say that the enrichment of the experience acquired

making this dissertation was very extensive. Surely, this can serve as a guide for the

need of knowing about learning styles to apply in every class of the teaching of

Engiish. Nowadays, most of the institutions around the world are using learning

styles to enhance the process of learning-teaching-evaluating. It can make us reflect

that it is time to incorpórate to our classes these new tools not for us, but for our

students that need to be prepared in a world so competitive as this one is.
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ANNEX 1

Instruments



THE LEARNING CHANNEL PREFERENCE CHECKUST

Ñame:

OUESTIONNAIRE I

Date: Level:

Read each sentence carefully and think about how it applies to you. On each line, write the
number that best describes your reaction to each sentence.
5—Almost Always 4—Often 3—Sometimes 2—Rarely 1—Almost Never

1. I can remember something better if I write it down.
2. When reading, T listen to the words in my head or I read aloud.
3. 1 need to discuss things to understand them better.
4. I don't like to read or listen to directions; I'd rather just start doing.

_____ 5. I am able to visualize pictures in my head.
6. I can study better when music is playing.
7. T need frequent breaks while studying.
8. I think better when I have the freedom to move around; studying at a desk is not for me.
9. I take lots of notes on what I read and hear.
10. It helps me to LOOK at a person speaking. Tt keeps me focused.
1 1 . It's hard for me to understand what a person is saying when there is background noise.
12. I prefer having someone tell me how to do something rather than having to read the

directions myself
_____ 13.1 prefer hearing a lecture or tape rather than reading a textbook.

14. When I can't think of a specific word, I use my hands a lot and cali something a "what-
cha-ma-call-it" or a "thing-a-ma-jig."

15 .1 can easily follow a speaker even though my head is down or I'm staring out the . . . .
window.

16. It's easier for me to get work done in a quiet place.
17. It's easy for me to understand maps, charts, and graphs.
18. When beginning an article or book, T prefer to take a peek at the ending.

_____ 19. 1 remember what people say better than what they look like.
20. I remember things better if 1 study aioud with someone.
21. I take notes, but never go back and read them.

_______ 22. When 1 am concentrating on reading or writing, the radio bothers me.
23. It's hard for me to picture things in my head.
24. I fmd it helpfül to talk myself through my homework assignments.
25. My notebook and desk may look messy, but I know where things are.
26. When taking a test, I can "see" the textbook page and the correct answer on it.
27. I can't remember a joke long enough to tell it later.

___ 28. When learning something new, I prefer to listen to information on it, then read about it,
then do it.

29. I like to complete one task before starting another.
30. I use my fingers to count and I move my lips when 1 read.
31 .1 dislike proofreading my work.
32. When I am trying to remember something new, for example, a telephone number, it

helps me to form a picture of it in my head.
33. For extra credit, I prefer to do a report on tape rather than write it.

__ 34. 1 daydream in class.
____ 35. For extra credit, I'd rather créate a project than write a report.

36. When I get a great idea, I must write it down right away or FU forget it.



CAREFULLY transfer your score onto each line:

1.
5.
9,
10.
1 1 .
16.
17.
22.
26.
27.
32.
36.

2.
3.
12.
13.
15.
19.
20.
23.
24.
28.
29.
33.

4.
6.
7.
8.
14.
18.
21.
25.
30.
31.
34.
35.

Visual Total: Auditory Total: Haptic Total:

Visual Total:
Auditory Total:
Haptic Total:
Total of all 3 Categories:

Con veri each category to a percent:

Visual = visual score
total score

Auditory = auditory score
total score

Haptic = haptic score
total score

%

Sketch in Your Profile

Visual

Auditory

Haptic

%



PERCEPTUAL LEARNING STYLE PREFERENCE OVESTIONNAIRE
OUESTIONNAIRE 2

Ñame:

Strongly agree Agree
SA A

Date: Level:

Undecided
U

Disagree
D

Strongly disagree
SD

SA A U D SD
1. When the teacher tells me the instructions T understand

better,
2. 1 prefer to learn by doing something in class.
3. I get more work done when I work with others.
4. I learn more when 1 study with a group.
5. In class, 1 learn best when I work with others.
6. 1 learn better by reading what the teacher writes on the

chalkboard.
7. When someone tells me how to do something in class,

I learn it better.
8. When I do things in class, I learn better.
9. I remember things T have heard in class better than things

I have read.
10. When 1 read instructions, 1 remember them better.
1 1 . T learn more when T can make a model of something.
12. 1 understand better when 1 read instructions.
13. When I study alone, I remember things better.
14. I learn more when I make something for a class project.
15. I enjoy learning in class by doing experiments.
16. I learn better when I make drawings as I study.
17. I learn better in class when the teacher gives a lecture.
18. When I work alone, I learn better.
19. I understand things better in class when I particípate in

role-playing.
20. 1 learn better in class when T listen to someone.
21.1 enjoy working on an assignment with two or three

classmates.
22. When T build something, I remember what I have learned

better.
23. I prefer to study with others.
24. I learn better by reading than by listening to someone.
25. 1 enjoy making something for a class project.
26. I learn best in class when I can particípate in related

activities.
27. In class, I work better when I work alone,
28. 1 prefer working on projects by myself.
29. I learn more by reading textbooks than by listening to

lectures.
30. 1 prefer to work by myself.



SELF-SCORING SHEET

SA A U D SD

5 4 3 ?. 1

Fill in the blanks below with the numérica! valué of each answer. For example, if answered
Strongly Agree (SA) for question 6 (a visual question), write a number 5 (SA) on the blank next
to the question 6 below.

Visual

If you need help, please ask your teacher.

VISUAL
6-

10-
12- ___
24-
29-

Total * o =2 = (Score)

TACTILE
11-
14-
16-
22-
25-

Total * o = (Score)

AUDITORY

7-
9-

17-
20-

Total 2 = (Score)

GROUP
3-
4- \-

21-
23-

Total * o —2 = (Score)

KINESTHET1C
2-

15-
19-
26-

Total (Score)

INDIVIDUAL
13-
18-
27-
28- _____
30-

Total * o =2 = (Score)

Major Learning Style Preference
Minor Learning Style Preference
Negligible

38-50
25-37
0-24



STYLE ANALYSIS SURVEY (SAS}:
Assessing your own learning and working stytes

OUEST1ONNA1RE 3

Ñame: Date: Level:

For each item, circle your immediate response:
O = Never, 1 = Sometimes, 2 = Very Often, 3 = Always

ACTIV1TY1: HOWI (ISEMYPHYSICAL SKNSKS TO STUDYOR WORK

1 . I remember something better if 1 write it down.
2. I take lots of notes.
3. 1 can visualize pictures, numbers, or words in my head.
4. I prefer to learn with video or TV more than with other media.
5. I underline or highlight the important parts I read.
6. í use color-coding to help me as I learn or work.
7. I need written directions for tasks.
8. 1 get distracted by background noises.
9. I have to look at people to understand what they say.
10. 1 am more comfortable when the walls where I study or

work have posters and pictures.

1 1 . I remember things better if I discuss them out loud.
1 2. 1 prefer to learn by listening to a lecture or a tape,

rather than by reading.
13.1 need oral directions for tasks.
14. Background sounds help me think.
1 5. I like to listen to music when I study or work.
1 6. I can easily understand what people say even if 1 can't see them.
17. 1 remember better what people say than what they look like.
18. I easily remember jokes I hear.
19. 1 can identiry people by their voices.
20. When 1 turn on the TV, 1 listen to the sound more than

watching the screen.

21 . I'd rather just start doing things rather than pay attention to
directions.

22. 1 need frequent breaks when I work or study.
23. 1 move my lips when I read silently.
24. I avoid sitting at a desk when I don't have to.
25. I get nervous when I sit still too long.
26. I think better when I can move around.
27. Manipulating objects helps me to remember.
28. I enjoy building or making things.
29. I like a lot of physical activities.
30. 1 enjoy collecting cards, stamps, coins, or other things.

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3



AcnvrrY2.- HOWIDEAL WITHOTHER

\ 1 prefer to work or study with others
2. I make new friends easily.
3 . I like to be in groups of people.
4. U is easy for me to talk to strangers.
5. I keep up with personal news about other people.
6. I like to stay late at parties.
7 Interactions with new people give me energy.
8. 1 remember people's ñames easily.
9. I have many friends and acquaintances.
10. Wherever I go, I develop personal contacts.

1 1 . I prefer to work or study alone.
12. 1 am rather shy.
13.1 prefer individual hobbies and sports.
14. It is hard for most people to get to know me.
1 5. People view me as more detached than sociable.
16. In a large group, I tend to keep silent.
1 7, Gatherings with lots of people tend to stress me.
1 8. I get nervous when dealing with new people.
19. I avoid parties if I can.
20. Remembering ñames is difficult for me.

ACIWITY 3: HOW I HANDLE POSSIBILITIES

1 . I have a vivid imagination
2. I like to think of lots of new ideas.
3. I can think of many difterent solutions to a problem.
4. 1 like múltiple possibilities and options.
5. I enjoy considering the future events.
6. Following a step-by-step procedure bores me.
7. I like to discover things rather than everything explaíned.
8. \r myself original.
9. 1 am an ingenious person.
10. ít feels fine if the teacher or boss changes the plan.

1 1 . I am proud of being practical.
12. 1 behave in a down-to-earth way.
13. 1 am attracted to sensible people.
14. I prefer realism instead of new, untested ideas.
15 .1 prefer things presented in a step-by-step way.
1 6. I want a class or work session to follow a clear plan.
17. I iike concrete facts, not speculations.
18. Finding hidden meanings is frustrating or irrelevant to me.
19. I prefer to avoid too many options.
20. I feel it is useless for me to think about the future.

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3



ÁCTIVITY4: HOWIAPPROACH TASKS

1 . L reach decisions quickly.
2. I am an organized person.
3. I make lists of things 1 need to do.
4. I consult my lists in order to get things done.
5. Messy, unorganized environment make me nervous.
6. 1 start tasks on time or early.
7. T get places on time.
8. Deadlines help me organize work.
9. 1 enjoy a sense of structure.
10. I follow through with what T have planned.

1 1 . I am a spontaneous person.
12. 1 like to just let things happen, not plan them.
13. T feel uncomfortable with a lot of structure.
14. 1 put ofY decisions as long as I can.
15 .1 have a messy desk or room.
16. I believe deadlines are artificial or useless.
17. 1 keep an open mind about things.
1 8. T believe that enjoying myself is the most important thing.
19. Lists of tasks make me feel tired or upset.
20. 1 feel fine about changing my mind.

CATIVJTY5: HOW I OKA L WITH J DE AS

1 . I prefer simple answers rather than a lot of explanations.
2. Too many details tend to confuse me.
3. 1 ignore details that do not seem relevant.
4. It is easy for me to see the overall plan or big picture.
5. I can summarize information rather easily.
6. It is easy for me to paraphrase what other people say.
7. 1 see the main point very quickly.
8. 1 am satisfied with knowing the major ideas without the details.
9. I can pulí together (synthesize) things easily.
10. When I make an outline, 1 write down only the key points.

1 1. I prefer detailed answers instead of short answers.
12. It is difficult for me to summarize detailed information.
13.1 focus on specific facts or information.
14. I enjoy breaking general ideas down into smaller pieces.
1 5. T prefer looking for differences rather than similarities.
16. I use logical analysis to solve problems.
1 7. My written outlines contain many details.
1 8. I become nervous when only the main ideas are presented.
19. I focus on the details rather than the big picture.
20. When I tell a story or explain something, it takes a long time.

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3

0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3
0 1 2 3



SCQRINGSHEET

*> ACTIVITY 1: HOW 1 USE MY PHYS1CAL SENSES TO STUDY OR WORK
Add your score for Ítems 1-10; write it here: (visual)
Add your score for ítems 11 - 20; write it here: (auditory)
Add your score for Ítems 21 - 30; write it here: _____ (hands-on)
Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other, circle them
both. The circle represents your preference.

* ACTIVITY 2: HOW I DEAL WITH OTHER PEOPLE
Add your score for ítems 1-10; write it here: (extroverted)

(i ntro verted)Add your score for Ítems 11 - 20; write it here:
Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other, circle them
both. The circle represents your preference.

<* ACTIVITY 3: HOW I HANDLE POSSIBTLITIES
Add your score for ítems 1-10; write it here: ______
Add your score for ítems 1 1 - 20; write it here: ______

(intuitive)
(concret e- seq u enti al)

Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other, circle them
both. The circle represents your preference.

<* ACTIVITY 4: HOW I APPROACH TASKS
Add your score for ítems 1-10; write it here:
Add your score for ítems 11 - 20; write it here:

(closure-oriented)
(open)

Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other, circle them
both. The circle represents your preference.

* ACTIVITY 5: HOW I DEAL WITH IDEAS
Add your score for Ítems 1-10; write it here: _______ (global)
Add your score for ítems 11 - 20; write it here: (analytic)
Circle the score that is the largest. If two scores are within 2 points of each other, circle them
both. The circle represents your preference.



PERCEPTUAL LEARNING PREFERENCES SVRVEY

Ñame:

OUESTJONNAJRE 4

Date: Level:

USUALLY SOMETIMES RARELY
\. \n remember most of the information I have heard

in a lecture or class discussion without taking notes.

2. I learn more by reading about a topic than by
iistening to a lecture or a class discussion.

3. I learn more about a subject when 1 can use my
hands to make or draw something.

4. When I study new material, 1 learn more easily by
fooking over visual aids in a chapter, such as charts
and illustrations, than by reading the assigned pages.

5. Talking about a subject with someone else helps me
betíer understand my own ideas.

6. 1 take notes during class lectures and discussions and
read them carefully several times before a test.

7. When I read a textbook, newspaper, or novel, I
picture the ideas or story in my mind.

8. I am skilled with my hands and can easily repair
things or put things together.

9. 1 remember information that I have discussed in
class with a partner or a small group better than
information that I have read or written about.

10. 1 get confused when I try to figure out graphs and
charts that do not come with a written explanation.

1 1 . When I read, I underline or highlight ideas to make
the main ideas stand out and to not get distracted.

12. 1 remember information well by Iistening to tapes.

13. 1 am physically coordinated and do well at sports.

14. To remember a new word, I must hear it and say it.

15.1 would rather see a film on a subject than listen
to a lecture or read a book or magazine article.



USUALLY SOMKTIMES RAREI.Y

16. I prefer reading a newspaper or magazine as a
source of news rather than listening to the radio
or watching the televisión.

17. I make drawings in my study notes or on study cards
to remember new vocabulary and important material.

18. I read assigned material and notes aloud to myself
to concéntrate and understand better.

19. When 1 listen to an explanation or lecture, I form
mental images or pictures to understand better.

20. When 1 am not sure how to speil a word, I write it
dififerent ways to see what looks most correct.

21.1 best understand homework or test instructions by
reading them on the board or on a handout rather
than by just listening to them.

22. 11 is easíer for me to remember ¡llustrations and
charts in textbooks if they are done in bright colors.

23.1 prefer to watch the televisión or listen to the radio for
news rather than to read a newspaper or a magazine.

24. I understand and remember more about a subject from
a field trip than from a lecture or a textbook.

25. to remember a new word, I must see it several times.

26. Before making or drawing something, 1 first picture
in my mind what my completed project will look üke.

27. I find it difficult to figure out what to do on homework
assignments when the teacher just gives us a handout
without discussing it in class.

28. 1 write or draw while listening to a lecture or a class
discussion in order to concéntrate and not get restless.

29.1 have difficulty understanding a new term if 1 have
only a defmition with no exampies or illustrations.

30. 1 regularly read newspaper, magazines, or books for
pleasure and information.



INDEX OF LEARNING STYLES
OUESTIONNAIRE 5

Ñame; Date: Level:

DIRECTIONS

Circle "a" or "b" to indícate your answer to every question. Please choose only one

answer for each question.

If both "a" and "b" seem to apply to you, choose the one that applies more frequently.

1 . 1 undcrstand somcthing bcttcr aflcr 1
(a) try it out.
(b) think il through.

2 I would rathcr be considcrcd
(a) realistic.
(b) innovativc.

3. When I Ihink about what I did ycsterday, I am most likely to get
(a) a picture.
(b) words.

4. I tendió
(a) understand dctails of a subjcct bul may be íu//y about its ovcrall structurc.
(b) understand the ovcrall structurc bul may be fu/./.y aboul dctails,

5. When 1 am learning something new, il helps me to
(a) lalk aboul it.
(b) think about it.

6. If I wcrc a tcachcr, 1 would rathcr tcach a coursc
(a) ihat deals with facts and real life situalions.
(b) thal deals with ideas and thcorics.

7. í prcfcr to get ncw information in
(a) piclures, diagrams, graphs, or maps.
(b) writtcn dircctions or verbal information.

8. Once I undcrstand
(a) all the parís, 1 understand the wholc thing.
(b) the wholc thing, 1 scc how the parts fit.

9. In a study group working on difficuU malcrial. I am inore likely to
(a) jump in and contributc ideas.
(b) sil back and lisien.

10. 1 find it casier
(a) to Icarn facls.
(b) lo learn concepts.

1 1. In a book with lols of piclures and charts, 1 am likely lo
(a) look ovcr the piclures and charts carcfully.
(b) focus on Ihc wrillcn lexl.

1 2. When I solve malh problems
(a) I usually work my way lo Ihc solulions one stcp al a lime.
(b) 1 oílen jusl see Ihe solutions bul then have lo slruggle lo figure oul Ihe sleps lo gel lo Ihem.



13. In classcs I have takcn

(a) I have usually gottcn lo know many of the sludcnts.
(b) I have rarely gollcn lo know many of thc studcnts.

14. In reading nonfiction, I prcfcr
(a) somcthing thal leaches me new facls or iclls me how lo do somclhing.
(b) somelhing that givcs me new ideas lo think aboul.

1 5. I likc tcachcrs
(a) who pul a lol of diagrams on Ihc board.
(b) who spcnda lol oft imc explaining.

16. When I'm analy/.ing a story or a novel
(a) I think of the incidcnls and try to pul thcm togethcr to figure out thc Ihemcs.
(b) I just know whal Ihc themes are whcn I finish reading and Ihen I have lo go back and find ihc
incidcnts that demónstrate thcm.

1 7. Whcn I slart a homework problem. I am more likcly lo
(a) slart working on Ihc solution imniedialely.
(b) try lo fully undersland the problem firsl.

18. I prcfcr thc idcaof
(a) ccrtainly.
(b) thcory.

19.1 rcmembcr bcsl
(a) whal 1 scc.
(b) whal I hcar,

20. It is more important lo me Ihat an inslruclor
(a) lay oul Ihe material in clcar scqucntial slcps,
(b) givc me an ovcrall piclure and reíale Ihc material lo olhcr subjccts.

2 1 . 1 prefer to sludy
(a) in a study group.
(b) alone.

22. I am more likcly to be considerad
(a) carcful about the dclails of my work.
(b) crcalive aboul how lo do my work.

23. Whcn I gcl dircctions lo a new place. 1 prcfcr
(a) a map.
(b) writtcn inslructions.

24. I Icarn
(a) al a fairly regular pace. If I sludy hard, l'll "gcl it."
(b) in fils and starls. l'll be totally confuscd and Ihen suddenly it all "clicks."

25. I would rathcr firsl
(a) try things out.
(b) think about how I'm going lo do U.

26. When I am reading for cnjoymcnt, I likc wrilcrs lo
(a) clcarly say whal they mean.
(b) say things in creativc. inlercsting ways.

27. Whcn 1 scc a diagram or sketch in class, T am mosl likely to remcmbcr
(a) Ihc piclure.
(b) what thc instruclor said aboul it.

28. Whcn considcring a body of information, I am more likcly to
(a) focus on dclails and miss the big picture.
(b) lry lo undersland thc big picture bcforc gctting into thc dctails.



SCORING SHEET

1. Put "l"s in the appropriate spaces in the table below (e.g. if you answered "a" to
Question 3, put a "1" in Column "a" by Question 3).

2. Total the columns and write the totals in the indicated spaces.
3. For each of the four scales, subtract the smaller total from the larger one. Write the

difference (1 to 11) and the letter (a or b) with the larger total.

For example, if under "ACT/REF" you had 4 "a" and 7 "b" responses, you would write
"3b" on the bottom line under that heading (3 = 7- 4, and the "b" total was the larger of
thetwo.)

SEN/INT ¡ VIS/VRB

Q | a b Q a b Q

— —

P 1 .11 • - . • ! • - M 0.1 Ni

* Example: If you totaled 3 for a and 8 for b, you would enter 5b.

Explanation of scores

• If your score on a scale is 1 -3, you have a mild prcference for one or the other dimensión bul you are
essentially well balanced. (For example, a 3a in thc ACT/REF category indícales a mild preference for
active learning.)

• If your scorc on a scalc is 5-7, you have a modérate prefercnce for one dimensión of the scale and will
learn more casily in a teaching environment which favors that dimensión.

• If your scorc on a scale is 9-11, you have a strong prcference for onc dimensión of thc scaie. You may
have real difTicully learning in an environment which does not support that preference.



BARSCH LEARNING STYLE REFERENCE FORM

QUESTIONNAIRE 6

Ñame: Date: Level:

Place a check on the appropriate line after each statement. Then score,

following the directions after the questionnaire.

Often Sometimes Seldom

I Can remember more about a subject through
listening than reading, _____

2 Follow written directions better than oral
directions.

3 Like to write things down or take notes for
visual review.

4 Bear down extremely hard with pen or pencil
when writing.

5 Require explanations of diagrams, graphs, or
visual directions.

6 Enjoy working with tools.

7 1 am skilful and enjoy developing and making
graphs and charts.

8 Can tell if sounds match when presented with
pairs of sounds.

9 Remember best by writing things down several
times.

10 Can understand and follow directions using
maps.

11 Do better at academic subjects by listening to
lectures and tapes.

12 Play with coins and keys in pockets.

13 Learn to spell better by repeating the letters out
loud than by writing the word on paper.

14 Can better understand a news article by reading
about it in the paper than by listening to the
radio,

1 5 Chew gum, smoke, or snack during studies.

16 Feel the best way to remember is to picture it.



17 Learn spelling by "finger spelling" the words.

18 Would rather listen to a good lecture or speech
than read about the same materia! in a
textbook.

19 Am good at working and solvingjigsaw
puzzles and mazes.

20 Grip objects in my hands during learning
period.

21 Prefer listening to the news on the radio rather
than reading about it in a newspaper.

22 Obtain information on an interesting subject by
reading relevant materials.

23 Feel very comfortable touching others,
hugging, handshaking, etc.

24 Follow oral directions better than written ones.

Scoring procedures:

Place the point valué on the line next to its corresponding item number. Next, sum the

valúes to arrive at your preference scores under each heading.

VISUAL

No. Pts.

10

14

16

19

22

VPS=

OPTEN = 5 POINTS

SOMETIMES = 3 POINTS

SELDOM - 1 POINT

AUDITORY

No. Pts.

1

5

11

13

18

21

24

APS=

VPS= VisualPreferenceScore

APS=AuditoryPreferenceScore

TPS= TactilePreferenceScore

TACTILE

No. Pts.

4 _ _

6

12

15

17

20

23

TPS=



LEARNING CHANNELS INVENTORY

QUESTIONNAIRE 7

Ñame: Date: Level:

Directions

Place the number 1, 2, or 3 on the line after each statement that best indicates your

preference. (Please use: 3 - Often; 2 - Sometimes; 1 - Seldom)

1 I can remember something best if I say it aloud.

2 1 prefer to follow written instructions rather than oral ones.

3 When studying, I like to chew gum, snack and/or play with
something.

4 I remember things best when 1 see them written out.

5 I prefer to learn through simulations, games, and/or role playing.

6 I enjoy learning by having someone explain things to me,

7 I learn best from pictures, diagrams and charts

8 I enjoy working with my hands,

9 1 enjoy reading, and I read quickly.

10 I prefer to listen to the news on the radio rather than read it in the
newspaper.

11 I enjoy being near others. (I enjoy hugs, handshakes and touches.)

12 I listen to the radio, tapes and recordings.

13 When asked to spell a word, I simply see the word in my mind's eye.

14 When learning new material, I fínd myself sketching, drawing and
doodling.

15 When I read silently, I say every word to myself.

Visual Preference Score:

Auditory Preference Score: 1

(Kinaesthetic/Tactual) Score: 3

2

*

t my

6

,4

5

,7

,10

,8

learning

,9

,12

,11

preference

,13

, 15

, 14

is

=

-

—



LEARNER DIARY

Complete one diary sheet each week.

NAMH: DATE: LEVEL:

This week I learned

This was difficult for me

The thing I liked most was

The thing I hated most was

This was easy for me

Next week I would like to

You tearnt best through: 1. Games, building models, conducting experiments.

(Underline them) 2. Discussions, debates, audio tapes, role plays, lectures.

3. Books, videos, draws, pictures, magazines, flash cards.

This is where I got help this week: (circle the words that are true.)

My teacher my friend my classmate myself my parents



Example of an individual checklist

LESSON PLAN 5

LEARNIMÍ STYLES CMECKLIST

Ñame C flflL&S^ Date: : ^

Put an ( X ) where it corrcsponds;

EVAI- ÍTEMS

Pays attention to the teacher

Feels intcrested in the class.

Looks tired and bored

Feels confident to particípate.

Bothers to a class mate

Likes malcriáis teacher is using

Is involved in the activity.

Takes notes about the class.

Prcfers to do other ihings

Interacts between each other.

SA A

i

/'

/

,

U

J~'

¡

^

r>

^

f

^

Sí)



Examples of personal evaluations

I.ESSON PLAN 1

r j-Vl,l_Jrt I

ÑAME:

OATE;

1. Did you like the class activities?
If you say YES.
Which activity did you like the most? And why ?

2 What benefits did you get from this class9 \Vhat did you learnt?

,,/tf/K/Vif t't* -ftó.i^- . Jra,,^ ir't'-j^ O f ' C, / O

Any other suggestions:

NAMi;
PERSONAL RVAI.UATION

I . Did you like Ihe class activities'.'
(f you say YES
Which activity did you like the most? And why ?

2. What benefits did you get from this class? What did you learnt?

Any other suygestions:



ANNEX 4

Photographs



Photographs

LESSON PLAN # /

I FVWW Pr/lJV # 2

*


